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From the Editor

RULE OF LAW
THE BEST DISARMING TOOL FOR THE GROWING
RELIGIOUS DISHARMONY IN SRI LANKA
Sri Lanka has long been a multi-religious, multi-lingual

the country” and urged the people to be cautious of

and multicultural society in which diversity is celebrated

such evil forces.

and perceived as a source of strength in the forging of a

“A

true national identity.

culture

other’s

that

views

respects

should

be

and

tolerates

established.

each

Violence

We, Sri Lankans of all creeds and races, whether they

is a trait of the uncivilized. The greatness of a

be Tamils, Muslims, Burghers or Malays practicing

race can only be achieved not by attacking one

Hinduism, Islam, Christianity or Buddhism have lived

another but by respecting one another,” he said.

happily respecting each other’s creeds and traditions

Of the many prevailing conflicts on religious lines,

for quite a long period of time until some elements

perhaps the most prominent of all is the apparent clash

greedy for political power created dissension amongst

between the Muslim community and certain groups,

us. We have learnt bitter lessons in the past three

who act under the slogans of “safeguarding Buddhism”

decades regarding the dire consequences of our

and “ protecting the majority”. The members of this

disunity and dissension.

forum seek to stress that attempts made by groups
promoting malicious propaganda and religious discord

It is unfortunate to see that history is going to repeat

to create the impression that they are through some

again as several groups are currently attempting to

delusion, executing “ the will of the majority”, paints

destroy religious harmony in Sri Lanka at a time the

a picture of the Sinhalese speaking Buddhist majority

people of our country have just started to enjoy the

which is

dividends of peace after ending a 30 years long war

simply untrue. Attempts made to project

these groups, as “guardians of Buddhism” are also

with the worlds most brutal & fearsome terrorist

highly inaccurate as a true Buddhist would no doubt

organization.

understand that Buddhism preaches the “middle path”

As much as racism, religious differences too can

and Lord Buddha himself sought to invoke ideals

be a cause for the destruction of a country.

of tolerance and harmony amongst his disciples.

There are fundamentalists in all religions but, presently

The members of this forum note that historically the

there seems to be a well hatched plan to destroy the

majority of the Sinhala Buddhist citizens, including

religious harmony in Sri Lanka.

those in the deep South have been tolerant and
accepting of other religions and their beliefs. They

The Sri Lankan President warned that “international

have experienced first hand the effects of protracted

forces are engaged in concerted efforts to destabilise

ethno-religious disharmony – a 30 year long conflict
5
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which claimed thousands of lives , destroyed hordes

relevant sections of the penal code dealing with issues

of property and hindered any hope of development.

of religious intolerance is shocking. While there is

According to the members of this forum, they have

considerable void in the current legislation governing

absolutely no intention of seeing a repetition of this

hate speech and communal violence , implementing

ordeal. The fact that the recent wave of ‘anti- Muslim’

the current legislation indiscriminately is essential.

sentiments occurred almost spontaneously, with no

The prevalence of the rule of law is the most

gradual progression in the ‘anti-Muslim discourse’, is

plausible and effective method of disarming

testimony to the fact that groups propagating these

groups promoting discord, as it will send a clear

sentiments are actually a minority voice. Their strategy

message – that such acts are not permissible

could perhaps be interpreted as attempting to whip

under any circumstances and consequently the

up religious discord as a majority Vs minority issue,

religious tensions that prevail under the current

masking the fact that it is only a small proportion of

environment would fizzle out.

people that share such intolerant attitudes.

It is important to note section 219A of the penal code,

During the recent visit to Sri Lanka of the UN High

which states, “ Whoever with deliberate intention of

Commissioner for Human Rights Navi Pillay, she raised

wounding the religious feelings of any person shall…

concern over the surge in religious intolerance with

be punished with imprisonment or with a fine or

top officials including the Minister of Justice and the

both”. Furthermore with Sri Lanka having ratified the

President. In light of the High Commissioner’s concerns

International Covenant of Civil and Political Rights

it is the observation of the members of this forum, that

(ICCPR) we are obliged under international law to enact

the ‘anti-Muslim’ sentiments paraded by these groups

the necessary domestic legislation to address issues of

are largely media-driven, and acquire their legitimacy

religious intolerance. The ICCPR notes in this regard “

via publicity in the local print media. This forum urges

any advocacy of national, racial or religious hatred that

the mainstream print and electronic media, especially

constitutes and incitement to discrimination, hostility

the local press to exercise caution in publicizing and

or violence shall be prohibited by law”

affording prominence to the actions and sentiments of
groups ill disposed to notions of religious tolerance,

Our national anthem in Sinhala states “Eka mawekuge

which could create unnecessary communal discord and

daru kala bawina”. This sums up the need for religious

stir up hatred. It is crucial for the media to understand

tolerance in a nutshell , for a true democracy is one

that groups promoting agendas of discord, draw

which respects the beliefs of all its participants, shunning

their relevance from a naïve media, which provides

the discriminatory behavior which can erode the inter-

their views and sentiments with the traction they so

religious harmony Sri Lanka has traditionally enjoyed in

desperately require. By ignoring and dismissing these

the past. The link between ethno-religious harmony and

sentiments, especially in light of the fact that they

economic development is unquestionable and becoming

represent only a small cohort of individuals, the media

the ‘miracle of Asia’ requires us to do far more than

is automatically snuffling out the sentiments of these

building roads and airports, as social development must

groups and rendering them politically irrelevant. Playing

accompany physical development, for true economic

into the hands of these groups by affording them much-

progress to be achieved. Ultimately disarming this strong

needed media attention is a poor strategy will not yield

intolerance requires a dual approach- a commitment to

any long-term benefits, unless you count a polarized

Rule of law and a willingness on the part of the collective

society as something to be venerated.

media to act in the interests of promoting harmony.
We the professionals have presented these solutions. I

The unenthusiastic and in-vigorous approach of the law

suppose the question that remains is what the decision

enforcement authorities to arrest the perpetrators of

makers are going to do about it?

the attacks on places of worship and more importantly
the complete and utter failure

to implement the

6
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In view of the several incidents leading to religious

1. Constant monitoring of activities of religious groups

disharmony which took place recently the Government

with aggressive & violent movements

should consider appointing a commission to examine

2. Registering & monitoring of local & foreign

the causes and evolve a system to nip in the bud such

organizations that assist religious activity groups

unenviable situations.

financially.

Among the issues which should receive the attention

3. To formulate and implement a set of regulations

of such an inquiry are:
1

pertaining to the location of places of religious
worship

The growth of aggressive and violent religious

4. To set in motion a procedure for a healthy dialogue

movements in Sri Lanka.

among the religious groups before an issue becomes

2 The role played by the local & foreign organizations

volatile.

in assisting such movements.

5. The Ministry of Religious Affairs and the law

3 Dissemination of violent religious contents in the

enforcing authorities to act promptly and impartially

educational institutions.

to manage incidents to prevent violence.

4 Unethical religious conversions leading to tensions

It is the duty of all patriotic leaders in the country, may

among religious groups.

they be Sinhalese, Tamils, Muslims & burgers, to form

After having studied the root causes for these incidents

Societies for National Harmony in their respective areas

the government should give a serious thought to draft

and identify the problems that will lead to disharmony

a national policy for conducting the affairs of religions

among different groups before it happens and arrive

that will apply in common to all religions. This would be

at amicable solutions by having cordial discussions

the only permanent solution to prevent any religious

among themselves. Political leaders in those areas

disharmony.

have to play a lead role in guiding the people rather
than hoodwinking them for their petty political gains.

The following matters out of many others should be
addressed in formulating a national policy :

7
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ROLE OF AGRICULTURE IN
FOOD SOVEREIGNTY AND
POVERTY ERADICATION

Athauda Jayawardana*

Any pro people government aims at achieving econom-

In 2007 the population of developing countries was

ic prosperity, social justice and environmental sustain-

5.50 billion. Out of this, about 3.00 billion were in rural

ability for the benefit the society. In order to achieve

areas. About 83% of this 3 billion people were in house-

these three main objectives it is essential to manage

holds involved in agriculture. 2.10 billion people were

the national economy in an appropriate manner. For

poor earning less than US$2.00 a day.

this purpose economy’s efficiency, fairness and sustainability have to be maintained. It is only through fairness
of the economy poverty eradication can be achieved.

At present, agriculture ensures opportunities for rural
people to move out of poverty. Smallholder farming

It is well known that the primary objective of the World

and animal husbandry, employment in modern agricul-

Bank is to eradicate poverty. According to the World De-

ture with high value products and entrepreneurship and

velopment Report 2008 published by the World Bank,

jobs in rural non farm economy are some of the major

agriculture continues to be a fundamental instrument

pathways out of poverty.

for sustainable development and poverty eradication in
the 21st century as well.

In the emerging vision of agriculture for development
it identifies new roles of producers, the private sec-

Understanding of the world situation with regard to

tor and the state. Production is mainly by smallhold-

Food Sovereignty and Poverty Eradication will help to

ers who often remain the most efficient producers in

evaluate and properly understand the local situation.

a right environment provided by the state. The private

In the year 2000, member countries of the United Na-

sector drives the organization of value chains that bring

tions have signed an agreement to achieve Millennium

the market to smallholders and commercial farms. The

Development Goals (MDGs) by the year 2025. Further,

State through enhanced capacity and new forms of

they have agreed to achieve 50% of MDGs by the year

governance corrects markets failures, regulates com-

2015. Among the MDGs, the number one priority is the

petition and engages strategically in public private

Eradication of Poverty and Hunger.

partnerships to promote competitiveness in the agri

* Graduated from the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Peradeniya in 1976. Joined CIC (Chemical Industries Colombo Limited) as a Product
Manager in 1979. Main board Director in 1995. Floated own company “Innovative Pesticides Marketing (Pvt) Ltd” in 2002 and work as a Director, CEO.. President Elect – The Organisation of Professional Associations of Sri Lanka (OPA)
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business sector and support the greater inclusion of

sources towards labour markets and the rural non farm

smallholders and rural workers.

economy and facilitate successful migration out of agriculture.

Ways and means adopted in pursuing sustainable
growth and poverty reduction vary from country type

Household assets are major determinants of the ability

to country type. There are three distinct country types

to participate in agric markets, secure livelihood in sus-

based on the share of agriculture in aggregate growth

tainable farming, compete as entrepreneurs in the rural

over a period of past 15 years from 1990 – 2005, using

non farming economy and find employment in skilled

the US$ 2-a-day poverty line. The three types of coun-

occupations. The core assets are land, water and hu-

tries are agriculture based, transforming and urbanized.

man capital.

In agriculture based countries in 2005 the average share

Assets of the rural poor are often squeezed by popula-

of agriculture in Gross Domestic Product (GDP) was

tion growth, environment degradation expropriation by

about 29% and total poverty rate was about 80%. In

dominant interests etc, falling of farm size due to in-

2002 out of this, 83% has been rural poor. This group

crease in population, competition for scarce water, land

of countries comprises mainly Sub Saharan countries.

degradation are some problems faced by smallholder
farmers.

In transforming countries the average share of agriculture in GDP was 13% and the total poverty rate was 60%

Enhancing assets requires significant public invest-

in 2002. Out of this 73% has been rural poor. This group

ments in irrigation, health and education.

of countries comprises countries in South Asia, East

In the above context the OPA has identified the follow-

Asia, Middle East & North Africa.

ing sub themes to address the vital issues in our efforts

In urbanized countries the respective figures were 6%,

to achieve Food Sovereignty and Poverty Eradication at

26% and 36%. This group comprises countries in Latin

the Seminar to be held on the 23rd of September 2014.

America, Caribbean, Europe and Central Asia.
 ,PSURYLQJTXDOLW\TXDQWLW\DQGDYDLODELOLW\RIVHHGV
Sri Lanka falls under the category of Transforming

and planting materials.

Countries having a 12% contribution from agriculture to

 (IILFLHQWPDQDJHPHQWRISHVWDQGGLVHDVHVLQFOXG-

GDP while providing 32% employment. There are about

ing damage by wild animals.

1.70 million and 1.20 million smallholder families in the

 ,PSURYHPHQWRIVRLOSURGXFWLYLW\

plantation and annual crop growing sectors respective-

 (IILFLHQWXVHRIZDWHULQFURSSURGXFWLRQ

ly. In other words about 12 million people or 58% of our
population come under the category of smallholders.

 ,PSURYHPHQW RI HIILFLHQF\ LQ KDUYHVWLQJ DQG PLQL-

Out of around 45% of our population each person earns

 9DOXHDGGLWLRQWRDJULFXOWXUDOSURGXFH

mizing post harvest losses.

less than US$2.25 per day. About 70% of these poor

 6RFLDO IDFWRUV LQIOXHQFLQJ DJULFXOWXUDO SURGXFWLYLW\

people live in rural areas involved in agriculture.

and growth in Sri Lanka and the problem of poverty
alleviation.

Socio- economic development is meaningless if these
poor people are not taken out of this poverty trap.

 (IILFLHQW PDUNHWLQJ RI DJULFXOWXUDO SURGXFH DQG LQcreasing exports.

In a transforming country like ours, increasing rural ur-

 $JULFXOWXUDOUHVHDUFKDQGH[WHQVLRQ

ban income disparity and continuing rural poverty are

 )RRGVDIHW\

major source of social discontent.

 8UEDQDJULFXOWXUH

To remedy this situation it is required to improve the
asset position of the rural poor, make smallholder farm-

A panel discussion will also be held at the end of the

ing more competitive and sustainable, diversify income

Seminar to make recommendations.
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NEED FOR A NATIONAL SPATIAL
INFORMATION DATA BASE FOR
SRI LANKA
1.0

Sarath Jayatilaka*

INTRODUCTION

Policy on digital spatial data usage including

Geographic Information System (GIS) has

a National Spatial Data Infrastructure (NSDI)

made tremendous input globally as a decision

for the country.

support system during the past few years.

In the emerging information market place,

Sri Lanka commenced using this technology

geographic

20 years ago; however it is observed in spite

information

the use of high quality, reliable, geo-spatial

200 GIS Users, today both in government

information is critical to virtually every

and private sector, the full potential has not

sphere of socio-economic activity – disaster

been exploited yet. Although many initiatives

management, forestry, urban planning, land

have successfully proved the potentials of

management,

the technology, these attempts have been

agriculture,

infrastructure

development, business mapping, defence

more focussed as “project base”. Main reason

sector, human health related mapping (e.g.

for this situation (a) lack of a comprehensive

spread of disease), socio-economic issues

digital geo data base readily available to the

etc. Much of geo-spatial data is scattered

user (b) lack of sharing information (c) lack of a

across a large number of organizations,

Ministry or a state organisation responsible for

largely in the public sector, following different

disseminating or collecting the vast amount

standards and is not sufficiently integrated

of geo digital data which is being created by

and networked to make it really useful to a

the various organisations

large community of users.

(d) the quality standards
of the geo digital data
by

geo-spatial

occupies a pre-eminent position. In fact,

of the technology being used today by over

created

or

2.0

various

GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEM?
AND WHAT IS SPATIAL DIGITAL DATA?

Institutions not reviewed,

Database related Geographical Information

hence cannot be used by

Systems (GIS) have proved to be very valuable

another project and finally

tool in supporting planners and decision

(e) lack of a National

makers. Today Government Departments,

*Retired Deputy Surveyor General, Past President of the Surveyors’ Institute of Sri Lanka
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Local Authorities and Private Organizations

An example of a non-spatial data is a height

are increasingly using the GIS systems for

of a person, age of a person since they are

day-to-day planning, decision-making and for

independent of the location of the person.

monitoring. Data becomes the backbone of

3.0

any decision making process; in other words if

GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION

you need to take any decision on a particular
area you should know the 3W’s -Where

Historically in Sri Lanka, many of these GIS

the land is, What is the present state of the

applications have been project focused and

information regarding the land, When was the

related to single missions or donor project

data/information was captured.

oriented. However, as state sector and the
private sector have increased their usage of

A geographic information system (GIS) is a

Spatial Data and GIS systems and today, there

Computer based integrated technique for

is a need to develop a more comprehensive

capturing, managing, analyzing, and displaying

enterprise approach and a national system

all forms of geographic information.
Geographic

Information

systems

where spatial data will use optimally.
(GIS)

The use of GIS in government organisations

represent a powerful new means to efficiently

and the private sector is in high demand.

manage and integrate the numerous types of

Increasingly more investments are made

information necessary for the planning new

expecting a good cost benefit ratio and

investments, land use planning, analysis,

much productivity for planning, project

operation, transportation systems, availability

implementation

of state lands, and displaying socio-economic

Uncoordinated

parameters and other demographic data.

and

decision-making.

production

of

different

Geographic Information Systems by various

Data is stored as Map layers that can reveal

organisations can lead to difficulties in data

co-relational factors and affecting certain

sharing and data handling due to different

outcomes as well as attributes of a given

data specifications and accuracies. The

location in a map.
2.1

THE REQUIREMENT OF DIGITAL

introduction of a National Spatial Database
is an important initiative, which would then

SPATIAL DATA?

contribute to a common spatial data platform

Also known as geospatial data or geographic

for the country.

information it is the data or information that
identifies the geographic location of features

Creation of new spatial data sets should be

and boundaries on the Earth. Spatial data is

encouraged to be based on digital data of

usually stored as coordinates, and this data

the topographic base map series of a country

that can be mapped. Spatial data is often

produced by the Survey Department which has

accessed, manipulated or analyzed through

a uniform standard. The detailed topographic

Geographic Information Systems. Another

information available through attributes in this

way to express spatial data is data is that they

dataset needs to be utilized in creation of new

have a spatial component; it means that data

spatial data sets so that they could be shared

are connected to a place in the earth, location,

and used by other organisations rather than

through coordinates.

building their own base data sets again. Hence
it is important that Government has to play

Spatial data is a data that can be mapped like

a key role in coordination of the production

a plot of land, the coordinates or location is

and use of spatial data. It has been observed

specified, the owner’s name is available, extent

there is a fair amount of duplication of spatial

is available, land use can be available etc.

11
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data in state organisations and foreign aided

obtain the required data into the system.

projects in Sri Lanka.

Hence maintaining quality data would be
very useful to the Country.

It need not be emphasised that ‘spatial map


data is the backbone of a GIS system or any

The National Survey Department should

spatial information system’. In other words,

be the key organisation responsible for the

any GIS project can meet its objectives only if

production of national base map data. All

the appropriate base data is available.

uses of spatial data should be encouraged
to use Survey Department map data as the

Many countries have already established

base data layer since then only the data

coordination mechanisms; India too has

or information could be shared. However

already set up such a national system.

the user organisation should develop their
own data using the base layer of the Survey

It is very important that we examine the

Department digital maps for particular

requirement for coordination of the use of

applications needed for their work.

spatial digital map data in Sri Lanka. Some of
the reasons which have contributed for the



There should be Meta Data (data about

lack of coordination and duplication of data

data) with both the map data and the

are given below:

attribute data. This will enable the user to



see the quality of the data.

Today not a single organisation is
responsible in Sri Lanka for having a



Difficulties in accessing data since there

common platform for digital spatial data

is no information is available to locate the

in Sri Lanka and hence there is tendency

availability of spatial data in organisations

of duplicating data, and also not been able



to share digital information data among

Lack of coordination among the data
producers

institutions which is a grave problem.
Hence a national policy should be created



Lack of uniform standards

to establish a common approach in using
4.0

spatial data to avoid duplication of efforts

SPATIAL DATA

of data gathering.


Today’s

Although there are more than 200 GIS

technology--software,

consider the creation of a Digital Spatial

use this technology most of these have

database for the nation. Such a system would

commenced through foreign aided projects

provide a comprehensive and authoritative

and in most cases these attempts have

description

been focused towards project objectives

of

our

nation’s

geographic

knowledge. This process could be a series

and not considered overall objects of the

of standard geographic datasets (framework

country.



enabling

hardware and networks make it possible to

users, that have started or attempted to



SUGGESTION FOR COORDINATION OF

layers) that are systematically organized in

It has been found that most of the GIS

data bases and made available for supporting

projects have not sustained in the system

many

mainly because the data cannot be shared

academic purposes, and the private sector).

or updated.

These data sets would maintained/updated as

applications

(i.e.

in

government,

part of various on-going governments ongoing

Important factor for a successful GIS is the

workflows by the respective organisations.

quality of the data. It has been found that

The concept here is that the national database

about 70-80% of the funds are needed to
12
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would

be

maintained

directly

through

data information through the web based

participation and collaboration with existing

information

government agencies. The system would

Institutions,

integrate information from many sources and

Universities need to be mandated by

authors – using standard data models. The

a Government directive to send all

result would be a standardized and consistent

information regarding information on

body of knowledge for the country. Key to the

spatial data they possess to the National

long term viability of a national database will

Information Centre for Spatial Data at the

be the creation of a centralized organization

Survey Department or to Ministry Lands

that is mandated to provide an integrated

within three months of such a policy. As

database system and maintain it.

a first step a catalogue of available spatial

The following modus of operation for

data in the country could be available

coordination of spatial data could be

on the land ministry web so that users

considered.

could identify the available data so that

system.

All

Statutory

Government
Boards

and

duplications of data could be minimised.

1) The primary state organisation responsible
for production of spatial base data is the

3) All organisations that develop spatial data

Survey Department. They produce 1:1000,

must also have a meta data set along with

1:10,000, 1:50,000 and 1:250,000 base

the data.

maps for the country and these base

4) Ministry of Lands should take initiative

maps should be made compulsory for

to give guidelines and procedures to all

any organisation use as the base data in

Ministries, Universities and Statutory

developing their own spatial data sets.

Boards on the use of Spatial data and

Any Government agency or any state

enforce that data should not be duplicated

sponsored foreign project need to abed

but also developed on a digital based on

by this system. This will enable users to

national topographic map data. A strong

share data on one platform. This needs to

legislative mandate and an organizational

be coordinated and implemented by the

framework should be developed for the

Ministry of Lands along with the Survey

sustainability of the system.

Department.
2) Either the Ministry of Lands or the

5.0

CONCLUSION

Survey Department should be the central

GIS is considered one of the 3 growth areas of

organisation to have an information

ICT of the future. Many developed countries

database

data

have already setup National Spatial Data

developed by state organisations including

Bases because of the crucial role it can play in

all State Boards and Corporations. This

national development.

indicating

all

spatial

database could be maintained in a very

A national spatial database can be a key

simple format and should be uploaded

contributor to Economic development and

to the web sites of the Ministry or Survey

productivity of nation, as required spatial-data

Department. The format of the data

can be made accessible (either free or paid-

base could be developed in consultation

for) to use more informed decisions making.

with the stake holders. It must be made

Hence the Government and in particularly the

compulsory that all agencies should

Ministry of Lands should formulate a strategy

indicate all spatial data they possess to

to coordinate the use of spatial data in Sri

this central information base. This will

Lanka.

provide a “single window” for spatial
13
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As buildings continue to marginalise millions of us …….

FAST TRACK:
BARRIER-FREE
ACCESSIBILITY FOR ALL
- It’s an indispensable
investment for development

Dr. Ajith C. S. Perera*

‘Nothing remains static, certain or permanent’.

population – i.e. nearly (4) four million

This includes the ability we once enjoyed to

people – experience such a situation either for

walk, even over piles of bricks and on wet

a short time or long time.

slippery floors, and run up and down over stairs

However, the degree of one’s mobility should

even when they had no railings.

never become a disadvantaged state caused by

Yes, every one of us, inevitably, undergoes an

physical and architectural barriers along with

unnoticed process of decay. Sri Lanka has a

negative attitudes.

rapidly ageing population with 13.2% of them –

Everyday activities should not become a daunting

i.e. 2.6 million people, as Mahinda Chintana

task to accomplish. People with restricted

states - over 65 years old.

abilities deserve to enjoy the justice, rights and
dignity like all others.

When it happens our bodies tend to slow down
and limit our ability. Also this phenomenon
brings with it an inevitable significant increase in

A MALADY OF NATIONAL IMPORTANCE

numerous debilitating conditions such arthritis,
vertigo, knee or ankle or back problems,

Why indeed is it crucial to think about the design

spondylitis, diminishing sight, which further

of our public buildings - state and private sector

rob and restrict our ability to attend to day-to-

both?

day activities at any time of life without prior

In such inevitable circumstances, the quality

warning!

of life of these people and the productive
contributions they could still make towards a

Furthermore, often we ALL meet at some time in

formidable and sustainable national economy as

life a natural or man-made disaster or number of

equal partners depends very much on how safe

illnesses. The periods of convalescence, again,

and enabling are the buildings and facilities the

are times we experience diminished ability.

public need to use – NOT in bits and pieces here
and there, BUT, in full.

Already an estimated 20% plus of Sri Lanka’s

*A former senior manager in industry and a former test-match cricket umpire, is a Fellow of many a reputed International Body. In 1992 a way
side tree crashed on his moving car to leave young Perera instantaneously a paraplegic for life. By reason of this personal adversity he has
bounced back, still, to serve the humanity as a disability activist and a widely experienced accessibility advisor / auditor.
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It seems our architects, constructors, politicians

Sadly, the decision makers at the top remain

and

that

inept, unable to enforce and implement an

‘accessibility for all’ is a national issue and

effective plan of action to ensure all parts

designing for inclusion of everyone is a low-cost

of public buildings – state as well as private

high priority investment to arrest colossal

sector - comply with the standards and design

waste and, as Mahinda Chintana repeatedly

requirements gazetted on 17 October 2006

stresses,

under the reference 1,467/15, which measures

businessmen

make

are

yet

everyone

to

realise

meaningful

equal

partners in national development.

also

received

unanimous

approval

by

our

parliament on 20 March 2007 and furthermore

Our access to the same crucial opportunities our

comply with the Orders issued by the Supreme

peers enjoy in attending to our day-to-day life is

Court on 27 October 2011 under the reference

denied or restricted by the fact that our limited

SC.FR.221/2009.

mobility and restricted ability goes unrecognised
by them as these grave social issues remain very

As a result, even NEW public buildings continue

low priority to them!

to remain dis-Abling, creating more safety
hazards and barriers and marginalising millions

For nearly a decade, we have heard politicians

of us.

and bureaucrats talk ebulliently and make rosy
promises of ‘Access to safe and secure built

Pity we are yet to realise this only aggravate

environments for all’ and ‘Integration of those

social and economic issues to plague Sri Lanka

with restricted ability into society for full

further in untold proportions and furthermore,

participation in all spheres of daily life as useful

drastically affect the quality of productive lives

and equal partners’.

of more than four (4) million precious lives
with restricted mobility.

WHAT

MATTERS

MOST

IS:

‘AFTER

TEN

YEARS, HAVE THEY BECOME A MEANINGFUL

WHO WILL BENEFIT - HOW AND WHY?

REALITY TO ANY SIGNIFICANT DEGREE?’

When these matters are resolved they pave the

To what extent do the key parts of new

way, enabling built environments that ensure

and

being

everyone can live with all others as productive

given ‘certificate of conformity’ by the local

fully fledged citizens, with dignity, security and

authorities, afford safe and barrier-free access in

safety, enjoying their inherent right to access

conforming to design standards and complying

without physical and attitudinal hindrances.

renovated

buildings,

despite

with laws and court orders?
To

optimise

the

results

What even businessmen here still forget is that
of

development

for businesses to grow and achieve maximum

programmes reaching everyone, facilities at

potential, their customer bases also needs

buildings must be designed for full participation

to grow. No business organisation, large or

of the public with ease in all daily activities,

small, can afford to leave out anybody who is a

regardless of degrees of ability.

potential customer.

Remember; without physical access several other

None can continue with same abilities at all times

rights turn only theoretical!

in life. Every one of us, at some time in life, gets
robbed of normal movement and restricted in

These issues, although the measures required to

our mobility to attend to day-to-day activities.

achieve them are low-cost and easily feasible,

Ability to Access, hence, is a potential problem

still ..... are unresolved. WHY?

for EVERYONE.
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It is also becoming indispensable as the world

practical knowledge on this vital subject even

population ages and increasing numbers of

by many reputed professionals in the building

people with restricted abilities demand their

industry. They thereby not only waste resources

inherent right - equal access to social, political

but also create unwanted safety hazards and

and economic life.

further barriers.

DISASTER

THE

DIS-ABLING

BUILDINGS

Leaving these issues unresolved is a growing

BRING

threat to the economic and social development
of our country, the quality of people’s lives and

Still, we witness the majority of NEW and

their enjoyment of an inherent right on which

Renovated public buildings NOT complying with

several other rights depend.

standards, legislation and court orders and the
others only in bits and pieces.

OVERLOOKED GROWTH MARKET

When we disregard conformity with laws and
standards and compliance with court orders,

What hoteliers must remember is that the Baby-

buildings and outer environments end-up DIS-

Boomer generation is beginning to retire into its

ABLING through their intrinsic design.

travel years.

Dis-Abling

buildings

waste

The ‘ability restricted’ population, including that

productive potential, lose lucrative business

segment that goes unrecognised with invisible

markets,

and

debilitating conditions, are ever increasing and

push people towards poverty and unwanted

increasing faster. They are an underserved but

dependency.

growing niche.

It is tragic that as tourism market is becoming

Their high spending potential, STILL, remains

increasingly competitive and we are focusing on

untapped by Sri Lanka due to inadequate

its excellence in this region, reputed 5 & 4 star

facilities not meeting accepted design standards

hotels even in Colombo, both with their NEW

to a meaningful degree.

restrict

and

gainful

facilities
opportunities

constructions and after renovations, together

What even businessmen here still forget is that

with shopping centres and places of higher

for businesses to grow and achieve maximum

education, contribute most to this national

potential, their customer bases also needs

debacle.

to grow. No business organisation, large or

Even at all private sector hospitals, the toilets

small, can afford to leave out anybody who

and wash areas in wards and in common areas

is a potential customer. Safety under all

– the worst affected - remain inaccessible for

conditions and inclusion of all customers

wheelchair users and for the essential bathing

is NOT NEGOTIABLE.

of severely burnt patients on trolleys and /or

need expert guidance as to how best to

a safety hazard even for the ambulant and the

bring these changes with design for inclusion

elderly.

of all with safety, which should be seen as an

Businesses certainly

investment.

The critical and major mistakes I have recognised
in their design, are too numerous to mention

FOUR ROOT CAUSES OF THIS DEBACLE –

here.

BANISH THEM.

That such faulty designs are effected, only

(i). Even after eight years, we have failed to

reveals inadequate understanding and lack of
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establish an overall mechanism for the effective

taking into high priority diversity in human

enforcement and implementation of these laws

ability is an essential pre-requisite here.

and orders by the apex court or prevent the

It is a highly specialised job of a professional. It

issue of ‘certificate of conformity’ to such illegal

is NOT one where standards and specifications

buildings.

can be read and easily applied.

Empowered authorities continue to give a

causes waste and added hazards to safety.

blind eye in passing building plans and issuing
certificate

of

conformity,

disregarding

It requires guidance and advice backed by

the

specific

procedures approved unanimously even by the

practical

experience

and

thorough

working knowledge on this subject - a rare

parliament and furthermore blatantly violating

commodity indeed!

the orders of the country’s apex court.

There also must be a system independently to

Hence violators go free; victims are stranded

audit by such a professional, for compliance at

and must either plead and earn the goodwill

built environments, NOT in bits and pieces, but

of violators or suffer further!

....., in full.

Leaving these grave issues unresolved is a

Can Sri Lanka, especially we professionals,

growing threat to the economic and social

afford to ignore this uprising grave social and

development of our country and the quality of

economic problem? It is time we too wake from

productive human potential affecting ~4 Million

slumber and languor.

people. Yet, for politicians they still remain very
low priority!
(ii).

Often error

Banishing the earlier identified four root
causes of this debacle is a winning way for

The professionals in the construction

Sri Lanka.

industry and the building owners / tenants
remain ignorant to the inevitable diversity in

But to make it happen requires authorities

human ability. They also lack adequate practical

and decision makers at the top in all fields,

knowledge and competence on designing for

hospitality, health and education in particular,

inclusion and seldom seek the advice and

to think of their duty here to the country and

guidance of accessibility experts.

society in which we live and ACT faster and ACT

(iii).

Politicians

and

decision

makers

wisely.

still

believe that the architects and engineers in

It is NOW…..… or Never!!

the building construction industry – they alone
- are competent enough to ‘break barriers and
establish a society inclusive to all’.
But..... reality proves that, in most cases, this
thinking is a costly blunder.
(iv). The need and the crucial role of an
accessibility expert is yet under-estimated and
unrecognised in this country.
To make the built environments safer and more
user-friendly for all for a better tomorrow is
imperative for a fast developing Sri Lanka.
Complying with standards and design needs
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BALANCING THE IMBALANCE:
NANOTECHNOLOGY WAY!

Prof Ajith de Alwis*

Trade balance or balance of trade as it’s usually refers

Synopsis

to is the difference in import expenditure and export

It is an imperative that Sri Lanka diversifies its exports

income over a period of time. When the income is less

and also seek value addition. Current situation of

than the expenditure the deficit is present and is not a

ever widening trade gap due to our poor export

healthy development in terms of our position as more

portfolio is a cause of concern.

Sri Lanka trying

money is flowing out than coming in and that is neither

to overcome the middle income trap also needs

a recipe to be rich nor to be a nation with resilience.

different thinking and better planning an execution.

Value addition has always been talked out but not acted

A knowledge society seeks planning and execution

upon as it is simpler said than done and you need a

in innovation led developments. One should propel

mindset change for that. A simple way of looking at

our economy towards innovation. This is an area

this situation many help in identifying reasons and

poorly understood as years of constrained thinking

moving forward with remedies.

and rigid adherence to rules and regulations of the

because one cannot produce all what one wants

past century has resulted in still seeking progress

internally closer to oneself. Ricardo of course was the

through a traditional mindset.

first person in with theories of comparative advantage.
Though at times one begins to wonder whether we are

Nanotechnology is sweeping the world as the new

using such theories to our disadvantage as our mental

industrial revolution. Government has supported
this development through investments.

faculties appear to have these write-ups and ideas as

There

fixed entities. As abilities to move goods around the

should be the will to benefit from such investments

globe and services across the globe has increased by

as well as to move further with investments to realize
growth across sectors.

Trade takes place

leaps and bounds trade literally has shot up.

It is argued that better

I as a

consumer want what’s best to me and only my financial

understanding of developments so far is needed and

capabilities may control all my impulses. With all the

much more courageous decision making awaits.

avenues for information exchange a consumer is really

*Prof Ajith de Alwis completed his Ph.D. at University of Cambridge, UK post completing his B.Sc. (Eng) degree at the University of Moratuwa.
He also has an MBA from Post Graduate Institute of Management (PIM) of University of Sri Jayewardenepura. He is the recipient of numerous
awards in recognition of his work, most notable being the Senior Moulton Medal of Institution of Chemical Engineers (UK), DanckwertsMaxwell Award from University of Cambridge (D/Chemical Engineering) for the best PhD Thesis, University of Moratuwa Research Awards
from 1997 to 2007. He is a Professor at the Department of Chemical and Process Engineering at the University of Moratuwa and is also the
Director of the University of Moratuwa-Cargills Food Process Development Incubator. He is currently the Project Director of recently instituted
Coordinating Secretariat for Science, Technology and Innovation (COSTI) Sri Lanka.
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bombarded with what one should buy to have a certain

Considered to be unique to Sri Lanka we process these

standing in society and such advices are never in short

in a primitive fashion taking a long time to realize some

supply.

Yet given a chance the true appreciation of

output which then we proceed to sell in bulk. Cinnamon

an externally manufactured good or service felt by us

tea and capsules is some interesting new variants but

would be indicated. The disappointment seen on one’s

again not sufficient. Do we have a complete product

face when what one has received from abroad as a gift

picture of what is possible with our Cinnamon and

turning out to be ‘Made in Sri Lanka’ speak volumes. I

a plan to see that only value added products leave

know this is not applicable to all yet this may be the

our shores? It is also important that we do not limit

reaction of a significant number. The common sense

ourselves by still only mapping what others are doing.

on imbalance and my take on this trade gap really is

Recently a US research on cinnamon was much touted

that we like what others produce and others do not

in the local press (incidentally the research has been

much like what we produce. This is the simple salient

carried out by a Sri Lankan in US) for having indicated

truth for this gap as I see it. Now as these likes and

tremendous potential. Such news, which should create

dislikes are quite fixed and perhaps becoming much

excitement and action in general, fades away after a

worse as they translate into more demand for imports

while into recyclers’ yards. In another breaking story

and less demand for exports.

with graphite the current infrastructure developments
have been lauded by the external company who is

Sri Lanka should have to embrace hi-tech exports if
one to tilt this sliding situation in our favour.

expecting to procure raw graphite from Sri Lanka. The

Hi-tech

website reads that ‘paved roads provide easy access

products are always able command better margins

to and from the claims and the port’.

whereas with commodities you are working on thin

growth in infrastructure is paving the way for resources

margins. Some judicious selecting of areas is definitely

to leave the island in a much more convenient manner.

in order as Sri Lanka is going to be a late entry into this

Graphite is at the centre of new material development

exporter’s club and one has to find one’s way with little

today after the 2010 Nobel Prize for Physics went to

or no help. Today Sri Lanka can only boast of about

those who produced graphene – a single atom layer

1.5% of export income coming from Hi-tech exports.

thick material from graphite.

Road map to this status is clear. Initially start with value

European Union’s one

of the two mega projects where each one pumps in

adding to commodities that one is currently engages

one billion Euro’s is based on graphene. One should

in and then seek some disruptive behavior through

understand the value of resources as well as the

innovation. The only commodity that is seeing some

potential power of value addition when knowledge is

decent value addition today is rubber but there is still
a long way to go.

Certainly the

factored in. Organizations’ need to work on generating

The value addition will only come

knowledge too as simple use of existing knowledge will

by strengthening science and technology and product

not do and this aspect is really challenging. Selling

design in each of the sectors. This will happen when

graphite may get us some money in the short run while

companies seek new ideas and bolster their companies

tons may be needed to satisfy the hunger that we have

from within with talent. A simple example of a Hi-tech

within us to procure the final products made out from

company can come from identifying the no of STI talent

these resources. Then we will understand that it is an

present within. It is expected these folks to engage in

equation that we will not be able to ever balance by

designs and determining new products and services

sticking to the old knitting.

and that engagement plus the organizational continued
support are key ingredients. Specific roadmaps need

Having a foresight is definitely an advantage and we

to be derived with some end points in mind. Consider

today need to plan and plan well to meet the emerging

Cinnamon. We proudly claim that Cinnamon as the

challenges. Today events unfold at dizzying speed. In

only crop from Sri Lanka enjoying a monopoly in world

1973 Pierre Wack, head of Corporate Planning for Royal

trade with 90% market share. How have we achieved

Dutch/Shell showed power of thinking of possible

that by sending cinnamon and oil in that simple form?

developments and accounting for them in planning
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which is today a management study topic – Scenario

to some unwanted situations as well. An ability to

Planning- which enabled Shell to reap rich dividends.

connect a carbon atom with another carbon atom with

In their own way futurists too are forecasting how

a different bond may lead to diamonds being formed

the future would evolve. Universities have initiated

at will from graphite! – Diamond’s then may no longer

undergraduate study programs devoted to future

be women’s best friend though diamond still would be

studies. We are indeed quite preoccupied about our

tough as ever. Alchemists are surfacing again but with

future! However, still some of us in planning utilize

an ultra modern touch. These developments are still

incremental additions to past data in prophesying the

into the future perhaps though pretty amazing things

future completely ignoring future scenarios.

have already happen. While we had many espousing
benefits there were who came up with the possible

Various industrial revolutions have changed societies

darker side of this new development.

and the world in which we live. Earlier we use to

nano soldiers waging wars and nanobots (nano level

describe changes by using the type of material people

robots) loose across the landscape are few such

developed and used hence the words Bronze age,

imaginary concepts though scientists have said that

Iron age etc. Now one cannot isolate one dominant

real nanotechnology to be different and much more

material but more so devices and systems hence the

amazing. Time will tell. Across the globe there are

first industrial revolution of knitting and spinning
machines and then steam engine.

Roaming

many national nanotechnology programs all speeding

The complexity

ahead to capture a piece of the economic pie.

grew with mass scale manufacturing in 1950’s and

It is

stated that by 2020 20% of all what is manufactured

moved on to information and biotech revolutions.

to have some contribution from nanotechnology. This

We are today literally on another revolution. When of

is one all pervasive technology crossing all aspects of

course you are in the midst or not seen the full scale

products and services.

of changes you really do not recognize the revolution
taking place around you – revolutions are declared only

An aspect worth noting is in this there is lot of

in retrospect! Today such changes one may ignore at

learning’s taken from nature.

only at one’s peril.

phenomena within man made devices and systems
figure quite commonly. Understanding gecko’s feet

Nanotechnology is this new revolution in the making.

and its ability to defy gravity, lotus leaf effect for super

It is all about material in nano scale – material as

cleaning and dirt free existence, colours of butterflies

small as one billionth of a meter. Richard Feynman

for dye free textiles are some popular examples that

articulated the possibility, Norio Taniguchi named it,

are getting synthetically emulated. As we know nature

Eric Drexler spun the wildest possibilities and Binning

has a wonderful way of building from scratch without

and Rohere two IBM researchers showed that it indeed

much waste. Man in haste has created lots of waste

can be done. The growth since early 1980’s in nano

as we follow a top down approach in manufacturing –

science is quite spectacular. When you listen and read

assembling lot of materials to create an item or two.

on the possibilities espoused this may be the mother

Nanotechnology is about making things from bottom

of all industrial revolutions! This is literally about one

up realizing more from less. More from less would

taking control over atoms and molecules so far as to

give resources much better value and we will derive

rearrange them according to your needs and desires.

what we want but produce much less waste. As the

This is almost control at the ultimate level. Armed with

globe heads for a resource crunch with more joining

this ability the choices available appear to be quite

into the human population more from less is giving

a lot. You may go on moving and assembling atoms

the exciting opportunity of extending the resources to

and structures as you do with letters in an alphabet.

provide more from less to more! This is a production

Different assemblies of letters lead to different words

shift that we really needs. Fulfilling expectations but

and rearranging words again leading to different
sentences and meanings.

Mimicking biological

with less environmental burden. This is sustainable

These abilities may lead

nanotechnology.
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Are our planners aware of the potential? Do we factor

witnessed Export Processing Zones the new strategies

these in our strategic planning process.

We have

fueling knowledge hub status require science parks

definitely started our own national nanotechnology

with a commercial focus. The tiger economies of Asia

initiative only 5 years behind United States.

This

have shown the potential of such developments with

It was in year 2000

Korea leading in this demonstration of connected

is remarkably a plus factor.

that President Clinton rolled out his plan for US in

development based on universities-state-industry.

nanotechnology. Sri Lankan Government led by the

Resulting developments from nanotechnology is

HE the President initiated the program in 2006 August

likely to give more than a linear growth possibility to

by way of a cabinet paper and went on to invest state

an economy.

funds jointly with private sector creating a model quite

Understanding the relevant investing

patterns is necessary.

unique. Thus perhaps for the first time state money

A non-liner growth potential

demands planners to adopt different strategies. Can we

on scientific research being an investment will realize

accept seven-to-eight year innovation led development

return on investment once developments lead to

cycles which means going over the normal political time

commercialization. To move on from that beginning

scales. With stability in place this again is an option

Sri Lanka is today having the first Nanoscience Park

very much available to the planners. When rewards are

at Homagama. Homagama park is quite welcome as

high the nature of risk taking needs to change as well.

the new technology need such eco systems to prosper
and grow. While open economic conditions in 1977
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Wonderful Definitions
CIGARETTE:

OFFICE:

A pinch of tobacco rolled in paper with fire at one end

A place where you can relax after your strenuous home

and a fool at the other!

life

MARRIAGE:

YAWN:

It’s an agreement wherein a man loses his bachelors

The only time when some married men ever get to

degree and a woman gains her masters

open their mouth

LECTURE:

EXPERIENCE:

An art of transmitting Information from the notes of

The name men give to their mistakes

the lecturer to the notes of students without passing
through the minds of either

DIPLOMAT:
A person who tells you to go to hell in such a way that

CONFERENCE:

you actually look forward to the trip

The confusion of one man multiplied by the number
present

OPTIMIST:
A person who while falling from EIFFEL TOWER says in

COMPROMISE:

midway “SEE I AM NOT INJURED YET!”

The art of dividing a cake in such a way that everybody
believes he got the biggest piece

MISER:
A person who lives poor so that he can die RICH!

TEARS:
The hydraulic force by which masculine will power is

FATHER:

defeated by feminine water-power!

A banker provided by nature

CONFERENCE ROOM:

BOSS:

A place where everybody talks, nobody listens and

Someone who is early when you are late and late when

everybody disagrees later on

you are early

ECSTASY:

POLITICIAN:

A feeling when you feel you are going to feel a feeling

One who shakes your hand before elections and your

you have never felt before

confidence later
CLASSIC:
A book which people praise, but never read

DOCTOR:
A person who kills your ills by pills, and kills you by his

SMILE:

bills!

A curve that can set a lot of things straight!
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TRIAL OF JOHN KOTELAWALA
(Snr) AND 2 OTHERS
FIRST SENSATIONAL
MURDER TRIAL IN CEYLON

Jayantha Gunasekera*

Synopsis
John Kotelawala (known as John Kotelawala Snr)

out of managing the estate after allegations of

(1865 – 1906) was a Ceylonese police officer and

misappropriation and court cases filled by his

businessman. He is known of the Murder of Francis

mother in law in the Kurunegala District Court.

Dixon Attygalle, which became the first sensational

Thereafter he formed the Ceylon-Japan Trading Co

murder trial in Ceylon. His son General Sir John

and set sail to Japan.

Kotelawala was the 3rd Prime Minister of Ceylon.
On his return from Japan, he was arrested for
Born in Piliyandala to Don A Kotelawala, John

orchestrating the murder of Francis Dixon Attygalle,

joined the Ceylon Constabulary as a constable. He

his brother in law. Francis Attygalle was actually

was later promoted to Inspector and was noted

shot by Piloris a Boer War veteran who had served

for raiding illegal gambling dens. He married Alice

under Winston Churchill. Piloris was turned Crown

Attygalle the daughter of Mudaliyar Don Charles

Witness and Kotelawala, his former police Sergent

Gemoris Attygalle, a wealthy land and mine owner.

Singhoni Perera and Baron Perera where accused

They had three children, Sir John, Justin and Freda.

of murder in the Colombo Assizes court and all

Freda married C.V.S. Corea, her son was Dr Gamani

were found guilty. Kotelawala committed suicide

Corea.

before he was executed. He was also the President
of the Carters Association of Colombo, following

After the death of Mudaliyar Attygalle, Kotelawala

his death, the carters stormed the houses of the

left the police service and took over the management

prosecutors Acting Attorney General Walter Pereira,

of the Mudaliyar Attygalle’s estate. He was forced

KC and Crown Counsel C M Fernando.

*The Writer is a President’s Counsel
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There were several families that made a fortune in the

appropriated a major portion of the profits from the

latter part of the 19 century. Mudliar D.P.Attygalle of

coconut estates and the plumbago mines. It was so

Madapatha,, Piliyandala was one such person who

much over and above his wife’s share, that his mother-

amassed enormous wealth. In addition to huge tracts

in-law Mrs D.P.Attygalle was forced to file several cases

of coconut land he also owned several plumbago

in the Kurunegala District Court to eject him from

mines, namely Kahatagaha Mines and Maduragoda

the management. Her son Francis Dixon left Wesley

Pits. Plumbago was in great demand at that time, and

College at the early age of 16 yrs, but he was too young

tons of it were shipped to England for the manufacture

to pit his strength against his bro-in-law John, who was

of pencils etc. There were no ball point pens then.

a veteran ex-police officer.

The Mudliar had 3 daughters, and an only son named

On Mrs Attygalle making representations to the

Francis Dixon Attygalle. The eldest of the daughters

Governor of Ceylon, Francis Dixon though a Minor, was

was Alice.

conferred “Letters of Venia Aetatis”, making a Major

th

out of a Minor, using the Govenor’s powers.

John Kotelawala (Snr) was also from the same village.
He joined the Police, which was then known as the

When Alice’s and John’s children were yet of tender

Ceylon Constabulary, in the capacity of a Police

age, Francis Dixon’s 2nd sister married Engineer Col

Constable. He was a very able police officer and within

T.G. Jayawardene an uncle of the late President J.R.

a few years rose to the position of a Police Inspector.

Jayawardene. Col T.G. had 4 Lawyer brothers; Justice

At that time most police inspectors were British. He

E.W (King’s Counsel), Justice A St V (King’s Counsel),

was a man of guts which earned him early promotions.

J.S. and J.Q.

He became known for busting up gambling dens, the

John Kotelawala (Snr) knew that with the union between

most famous being the one portrayed in the play

the Jayawardene family and the Attygalle family, his

“Nainage Sooduwa”.

ability to appropriate the bulk of the proceeds of the

It is not known whether the Mudliar’s eldest daughter

Attygalle Estate would be severely curbed.

married John Kotelawala on a proposal, or whether it

wedding in Madapatha Walauwa, he made derogatory

was a love affair. She and John Kotelawala (Snr) had 3

remarks against the Jayawardenes, referring to them

children. They were Sir John Kotelawala one time PM,

as “Thambiyas”- Mohameddans.

who married and divorced Effie Dias Bandaranayake,

was infuriated that his brother-in-law to be and his

Justin Kotelawala Barrister (who married the daughter

family were insulted. Thereupon he went up to John

of Sir A.M.de Silva FRCS) and Freda, who married C.V.S.

Kotelawala (Snr) and gave him a slap. John (Snr), in

Corea (Sid), one of the earliest men to specialize in

the presence of the congregation told Francis Dixon,

Homeopathy. Freda’s son was Dr Gamini Corea of

“umba denaganning yakada habalapethi kevai kiyala”,

UNCTAD fame and Justin’s son is Lalith Kotelawala of

meaning, “you are too small but know ye that you are

the Ceylinco Group.

doomed”

It is not known whether the Mudliar approved of Alice’s

Thereafter, he planned the murder of Francis Dixon

marriage to John Kotelawala (Snr). A few years after this

with the help of his former Police Sergeant Singhoni

marriage Mudliar Attygalle died leaving an unlettered

Perera. He floated a bogus company called Ceylon-

widow, 2 unmarried daughters and a school going son,

Japan Trading Co and set sail to Japan, to create an

Francis Dixon, who was attending Wesley College.

alibi for himself.

In order to manage the enormous Attygalle Estate,

Singhoni Perera enlisted the assistance of his cousin

John Kotelawala (Snr) resigned from the Police, along

Baron Perera, and the 2 of them found in Piloris alias

with Singhoni Perera, who served as a Police Sergeant

Pila, a man who could kill by shooting. Not even the

under him. It is reported that John Kotelawala (Snr)

1st World War had broken out and there were very few
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people who could handle firearms. Piloris was from

Francis Dixon Attygalle died in hospital without wanting

Wadduwa and is said to have fought in the Boer War,

to make his sister Alice a widow, by implicating his bro-

under the command of Winston Churchill.

in-law, but left all his properties in a death bed Will,
to his other 2 sisters; Mrs T.G.Jayawardene and the

Singhoni and Baron bought a gun from Walkers for the
princely sum of Rs 25/-

youngest sister, who later married F.R. Senanayake, the

For a few days, they kept

father of R.G.Senanayake.

Piloris in a room in Pettah. They made certain that
Piloris did not know their identities.

Soon after, Alice sent a cable to her husband in Japan,
“Francis died. Funeral took place”. The fool John

Francis Dixon Attygalle who was then managing this

Kotelawala (Snr) cabled back, “Who shot him?” By

vast fortune, was in the habit of residing at the house

his stupidity, he gave the show away! Intelligence was

of C.P.Dias, his former Wesley College Head Master,

never the strong point of the Kotelawalas.

when ever he came to Colombo. Mr Dias was a highly
respected person, and was a Municipal Councillor. In

British police officers found Kotelawala’s cable very

that era it was prestigious to be elected to the CMC.

strange. How did he know, thousands of miles away

Dias Place in Pettah is named after this gentleman.

in Japan, that Francis Dixon died of gunshot wounds?
There were no telephones then, no radios, no TV. Soon

One night, when Francis Dixon was on the verandah

thereafter Singhoni sent a cable in code; “Cow calfed”,

of the Dias residence, Singhoni and Baron took Piloris

which was deciphered to mean, job accomplished. The

near the fence, with instructions that Piloris should

police patiently waited, and as John (Snr) landed at the

open fire, when Francis Dixon comes out to the garden,

Colombo Jetty, they arrested him and took him to the

and when he is properly identified as the victim. There

Police Magistrate of Colombo. Kotelawala (Snr) got

was no electricity way back in 1905. Things worked
according to plan.

cold feet, made a confessionary statement implicating

Singhoni called out, “Francis,

Singhoni and Baron as co-accomplices.

Francis”, and Piloris opened fire as Francis Dixon came
out. Then Singhoni and Baron made a quick get away,

The police were not interested in Piloris. The Attorney

having given strict instructions to Piloris to return on a

General with the powers vested in him, made Piloris

particular route. The plan was for Singhoni and Baron

Crown Witness, provided he spilt the beans.

to kill Piloris on his return journey.

Because of the personalities involved and the gruesome

He was a hired assassin and was paid some money with

manner in which the young man was killed, it evoked

the promise that the balance would be paid when the

much attention. This was the FIRST SENSATIONAL

job was complete. It dawned on Piloris that he should

MURDER TRIAL IN CEYLON.

not return on the designated route, and that now, his

Three English Barristers were retained for the 3

own life could be in danger. He was intelligent enough

Accused. Eardley Norton a top criminal lawyer from

to know that the safest place would be the cell in a

Madras was retained for John Kotelawala( Snr),Thomas

police station. Therefore he went straight to the Police

Thornhill a Criminal Lawyer from Calcutta for Singhoni

and told them that he had shot a man totally unknown

and F A Hayley, uncle of Chas P Hayley appeared for

to him

Baron.

Francis Dixon, apart from John Kotelawala (Snr) had

The Trial came up in 1906 before Justice Wood-Renton

other ,enemies in his estates, because he was a strict

(later Chief Justice), in the Colombo Assizes, and went

disciplinarian. Kotelawala (Snr) though an ex-police

on for several days. On the day of the Verdict, it was

officer, was not too popular with the British police

crystal clear that these accused will be sentenced to

officers. He was then the president of the Carters

death. John Kotelawala (Snr) had cyanide smuggled

Association of Colombo. In those days, the mode of

into his cell and committed suicide. Singhoni and

transport was bullock carts. There were no lorries and

Baron were sentenced to death.

vans.
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The Carters of Colombo got into a frenzy thinking that

steps. Walter Pereira got hold of this man and threw

their Boss had been killed by those who appeared for

him into the crowd and amazingly, the whole crowd

the prosecution. They were so ignorant that they did

dispersed and walked towards Galle Road Asoka

not understand the niceties of a fair legal trial.

Gardens Junction, to the house of C M Fernando,(the 1st
Ceylonese Crown Counsel) who assisted Walter Pereira

The prosecution was conducted by Acting Attorney

in the prosecution. C M Fernando was the brother of

General Walter Pereira (KC) who later became a Judge

Sir Marcus Fernando. Sir Marcus was then a member of

of the Supreme Court. He is responsible for the

the legislative council. These 2 brothers were married

“Laws of Ceylon”. His house was the present Pettah

to the daughters of Sir Charles De Soysa.

Kachcheri. Pettah was then, a highly residential area.
Walter’s son Aelian Pereira, became a top class jury

C M Fernando on hearing of the crowd approaching

lawyer. According to him, hundreds of carters stormed

went into hiding with his family. The crowd smashed

his father’s house and was about to attack him and

up his house.

his young family. One carter started climbing the front

Thus ended the 1st Sensational Murder Trial in Ceylon.
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Nine Ways To Reduce Your Risk Of Cancer
-This post was written by Stephanie Price.

colons. Getting between seven to eight hours of sleep
at night is ideal.

Cancer formation can come from the foods we eat, the
air we breathe or the medicine we take. While there

5. Be HPV-aware. The human papilloma virus causes

is no magical pill that can prevent you from getting

most anal, genital, vaginal and penile cancers. The best

cancer, Deborah Armstrong, associate professor of

part is that now we have ways to prevent it. There are

oncology at the Johns Hopkins Sidney Kimmel Cancer

two vaccinations that are approved by the Food and

Center, shares nine ways that you can reduce your risk.

Drug Administration for boys, as well as girls.

1. Cut out tobacco. This is a no-brainer. The risk of

6. Update your family’s cancer history. Make sure

developing lung cancer is 23-fold higher in men and

your doctor is aware of any history of cancer in your

13-fold higher in women who smoke, compared with

family. If you have been seeing the same doctor for 20

those who don’t. Tobacco can contribute to lip, oral,

years, and some of your family members have gotten

pancreas, voice box, cervix, bladder and even kidney

cancer since then, make sure you let your caregiver

cancer. The good news is that if lifelong smokers stop

know about these cases. This will help reveal the need

smoking today, their chance of getting cancer drops

for certain cancer screenings.

drastically—almost as much as a person who has never
smoked.

7. Test your home for radon. If you don’t recall the
last time you had this done, it’s time to have your

2. Moderate your sun exposure. If you have a light,

house tested. Radon is a radioactive gas that can be

natural skin color or skin that frequently burns, freckles

released from some types of building materials or from

or reddens, you have less melanin. Melanin protects

the soil. Radon damage is the second-leading cause of

your skin against sun damage. The burns that people

lung cancer in the United States. You can go to your

get in their teens and twenties are the burns that will

local hardware store and pick up a test kit today.

most likely turn into melanoma. If you see more than 50
moles on your body, you need to see a dermatologist

8. Take the Helicobacter pylori test. This is a

every year. A few tips are to seek shade during the mid-

bacterium found in the stomach and the upper part

day hours (between 10 a.m. and 3 p.m.);always wear

of the intestine, which is a major cause of gastric

clothing on exposed skin; put on sunglasses; and make

cancer. Ask your doctor if you should be tested for the

sure to use sunscreen that has an SPF of 15 or higher

bacteria so that you can start preventing your chances

(with as much UVB and UVA protection as possible).

of getting it now.

3. Reduce your alcohol use. Regular, heavy alcohol

9. Know the diet for reducing your risk of cancer.

use can lead to liver damage. Alcohol dissolves the

Your fat intake should be about 30 percent of your

carcinogens and helps them get into the cells faster

calories or less. Fat tissue increases estrogen levels,

to start inducing DNA damage. You should not drink

and estrogen is associated with a number of cancer

alcohol every day, but if you are going to, you should

risks. Avoid eating large quantities of pickles and

only have one drink with a meal.

smoked foods. To prevent colon cancer, you should
get between 20 to 30 grams of fiber a day, which means

4. Get more sleep. People who get fewer than six

you should eat five servings of a variety of fruits and

hours of sleep a night were shown to have a 50 percent

vegetables.

increased chance of precancerous lesions in their

Source : Deborah Armstrong,
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CREATING COMPETITIVE
ADVANTAGE THROUGH SUPPLY
CHAIN MANAGEMENT

“As the economy changes, as the competition becomes more global, it’s no longer company versus company but
supply chain versus supply chain”
Harold Sirkin (Vice President of the Boston Consulting Group)

Gayani de Alwis*
INTRODUCTION TO SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT

with the customer and their need for detergent. The
next stage of this supply chain is the super market that

What is the hidden lever that can impact the business

the customer visits. Super market stocks its shelves

performance of any company?What do the best

using inventory that may have been supplied from a

performing companies like Toyota, Walmart, Zara,

finished-goods warehouse that they manage or from a

McDonald’s and Dell know that the rest of the business

distributor using trucks supplied by a third party. The

world hasn’t yet realized fully?The answer may surprise

distributor in turn is stocked by the manufacturer. The

many of us. It is because they have managed their

manufacturing plant receives raw material from a variety

supply chains efficiently and effectively for their

of suppliers who may themselves have been supplied

competitive advantage.

by lower tier suppliers. For example, packaging material

A supply chain consists of all parties involved, directly

may come from a Packaging company while they receive

or indirectly, in fulfilling a customer request.

raw materials to manufacture the packaging from other

The

suppliers.

supply chain not only includes the manufacturer and
suppliers, but also transporters, warehouses, retailers,

A supply chain is dynamic and involves the constant flow

and customers themselves. Within each organization,

of information, product, and funds between different

the supply chain includes all functions involved in

stages. In the example mentioned above, super market

receiving and fulfilling a customer request.

provides the product, as well as pricing and availability

Consider a customer walking into a super market to

information, to the customer. The customer transfers

purchase a pack of detergent. The supply chain begins

funds to supermarket. They convey point-of-sales data

*MBA (PIM–SriJ), MSc (Reading), CSCM, CMILT, MISMM, MSLAQ
Gayani holds a MBA from Postgraduate Institute of Management (PIM) of University of Sri Jayewardenepura and a MSc in Food Process
Engineering from University of Reading, UK. She did her first 3 years of her undergraduate studies in Chemical Engineering from University of
Moratuwa before moving to UK to pursue her MSc . She is a Certified Supply Chain Manager (CSCM) from International Supply Chain Education
Alliance (ISCEA) USA. She also has completed two stages of CPIM from Association for Operations Management (APICS) USA.
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as well as replenishment order via trucks back to the

These examples illustrate that the customer is an

store. Supermarket transfers funds to the distributor

integral part of the supply chain. The primary purpose

after the replenishment. The distributor also provides

from the existence of any supply chain is to satisfy

pricing information and sends delivery schedules to

customer needs, in the process generating profits for

supermarket. Similar information, material, and fund

itself. Supply chain activities begin with a customer

flows take place across the entire supply chain.

order and end when a satisfied customer has paid for
his or her purchase. The term supply chain conjures up

In another example, when a customer purchases

images of product or supply moving from suppliers to

online from Dell Computer, the supply chain includes,

manufacturers to distributors to retailers to customers

among others, the customer, Dell’s web site that takes

along a chain. It is important to visualize information,

the customer’s order, the Dell assembly plant, and all

funds, and product flows along both directions of this

of Dell’s suppliers and their suppliers. The web site

chain. The term supply chain may also imply that

provides the customer with information regarding

only one player is involved at each stage. In reality,

pricing, product variety, and product availability.

a manufacturer may receive material from several

Having made a product choice, the customer enters

suppliers and then supply several distributors. Thus,

the site to check the status of the order. Stages further

most supply chains are actually networks.

up the supply chain use customer order information to

It may

be more accurate to use the term supply network or

fill the order. That process involves an additional flow

supply web to describe the structure of most supply

of information, product or service, and funds between

chains.

various stages of the supply chain.

Some supply chains are simple, while others are rather

Supply chain involves everybody, from the customer

complicated. The complexity of the supply chain will

all the way to the last supplier.Key flows in the supply

vary with the size of the business and the intricacy and

chain are information, product or service, and funds

numbers of items that are manufactured.

(figure 1). It is through these flows that a supply chain
fulfills a customer order. The management of these

A typical supply chain may involve a variety of stages.

flows is key to the success or failure of a company.

These supply chain stages include:

Figure 1 – Supply chain flows



Customers



Retailers



Wholesalers/Distributors



Manufacturers



Component/Raw material suppliers

Figure 2 – Illustration of a supply chain
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EVOLUTION OF SUPPLY CHAIN

Each stage need not be present in a supply chain. The
appropriate design of the supply chain will depend on

Although the concept of supply chain management was

both the customer’s needs and the roles of the stages

in existence long before the early 20th century, the term

involved. In some cases, such as Dell, a manufacturer

supply chain management was first coined in 1982 by

may fill customer orders directly. Dell builds-to-order;

Keith Oliver first using them in public in an interview with

that is, a customer order initiates manufacturing

Arnold Kransdorff of the Financial Times. Oliver defined

at Dell. Dell does not have a retailer, wholesaler, or

the Supply Chain concept as“Supply chain management

distributor in its supply chain. In other cases, such

(SCM) is the process of planning, implementing, and

as Unilever, a FMCG company, manufacturers mostly

controlling the operations of the supply chain with

not respond to customer orders directly. In this case,

the purpose to satisfy customer requirements as

Unilever maintains an inventory or product from
which they fill customer orders.

efficiently as possible”. The idea to adoption of supply

Compared to the

chain management has gained momentum in the 21st

Dell supply chain, the Unilever supply chain contains

century (figure 3) with more benefits realising through

an extra stage(retailer) between the customer and the

supply chain management for businesses. With the

manufacturer. In the case of Unilever, the supply chain

globalisation and specialization, the term SCM2.0 has

may also contain a wholesaler or distributor between

been coined for supply chain management. SCM 2.0 is

the store and the manufacturer as a different channel

defined as the trend in the evolution of the processes,

to reach the customers.

tools and methods used to manage and maximize

In a supply chain there may be many tiers of suppliers.

supply chain management in this new era.

Supplier who is supplying directly to the manufacturer

In order to ensure that the supply chain is operating as

is termed tier 1 and supplier’s supplier is tier 2 and so

efficient as possible and generating the highest level

on(figure 2).

of customer satisfaction at the lowest cost, companies

Supply chain management is concerned with the

have adopted Supply Chain Management processes

efficient integration of suppliers, factories, warehouses

and associated technology.

and stores so that merchandise is produced and
distributed in the right quantities, to the right location,

SUPPLY CHAIN DECISION PHASES

at the right time, at the right price and right quality.
The objective is to minimize total system cost while

Supply Chain Management has three levels of activities

satisfying customer service requirements.

that different parts of the company will focus on as
follows:

Figure 3 – Supply chain management - Idea to adoption
(Source: MIT Centre for transportation and logistics)
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i) Strategic:

STRATEGIC FIT

At this level, company management will be looking

A company’s competitive strategy defines the set of

to high level strategic decisions concerning the

customer needs that it seeks to satisfy through its

whole organization, such as the size and location

products and services relative to its competition. It

of manufacturing sites, partnerships with suppliers,

is important to align supply chain strategy to achieve

products to be manufactured and sales markets.

competitive advantage. For example, the retail giant
Walmart aims to provide high availability of a variety

ii) Tactical:

of products of reasonable quality at low prices. What
they sell in their stores are common items which is also

Tactical decisions focus on adopting measures that

available elsewhere, but the difference is that they have

will produce cost benefits such as using industry

used their supply chain to their competitive advantage

best practices, developing a purchasing strategy with

by ensuring lowest price and product availability which

preferred suppliers, working with logistics companies to

is popularly known as Every Day Low Prices (EDLP).

develop cost effective transportation and developing
warehouse strategies to reduce the cost of inventory.

Walmart achieves its competitive strategy, via its supply
chain strategy through low inventory levels and short

iii) Operational:

fulfilment times (figure 4). Walmart pioneered cross-

Decisions at this level are made each day in businesses

docking, a system in which inventory is not stocked in

that affect how the products move along the supply

a warehouse but rather is shipped to stores from the

chain. Operational decisions involve making schedule

manufacturer. These shipments make only brief stops

changes to production, purchasing agreements with

at distribution centres where they are transferred to

suppliers, taking orders from customers and moving

trucks that make deliveries to stores. Walmart runs its

products in the warehouse.

own transportation fleet, to keep responsiveness high.
Their merchandise replenishment cycle time is not

Figure 4 –Walmart’s competitive strategy link to Supply chain Strategy
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businesses.

more than 48 hours globally. Walmart identifies efficient
sources for each product it sells. Walmart feeds them

a)

large orders, allowing them to be efficient by exploiting

Collaborate to integrate the value chain
virtually

economies of scale. Walmart practices “everyday low
pricing” strategy for its products. This ensures that

Collaboration can be at three levels: across functions,

customer demand stays steady and does not fluctuate

across the value chain, and beyond the value chain. For

with price variations. The entire supply chain then

collaboration to work, it must be led by the dominant

focuses on meeting this demand in an efficient manner.

player, based on a win-win partnership with shared
goals, and focused on the long term with clear markers
for success.

SUPPLY CHAIN DRIVERS

b) Replace one-size-fits-all with a tailored

In order to understand how a company can improve

approach

supply chain performance in terms of responsiveness
and efficiency, it is important to understand what drives

Organizations are more diverse than ever. So taking a

a supply chain (Table 1). Table 1 – Supply Chain Drivers

one-size-fits-all supply chain approach does nothing
more than compromise segment-specific needs. Even

Supply Chain
Driver

Description

within the same organization supply chain may need to
be tackled with a segmented approach based on the

Facilities

The actual physical locations in the
supply chain network where product
is stored, assembled or fabricated.
(Manufacturing and storage sites)

Inventory

All raw materials, work in process and
finished goods within a supply chain

Transportation

Moving inventory from point to point in
the supply chain

Supply chain managers must be able to see the big
doing both is in frequent and multi-horizon planning

Information

Data and analysis concerning facilities,
inventory, transportation, costs, prices
and customers throughout the supply
chain

Sourcing

Who will perform a particular supply
chain activity such as production,
storage,
transportation
or
the
management of information

Pricing

How much a firm will charge for the
goods and services that it makes
available in the supply chain

product portfolio
c)

Plan more frequently and across multiple
horizons

picture while also focusing on the details. The key to
sessions: weekly reviews for short-term planning, and
regular reviews for long-term planning.
d)

Implement pull replenishment across the
value chain

In order to deal with pressure on costs and services,
leading supply chain organizations implement pull
replenishment strategies across their entire value
chains from customers to vendors.

CONCLUSION

e)

Greater and more intense competition and global

Actively manage complexity

The best supply chain strategies integrate complexity

value chains are leading to substantial shifts in what

management in all planning processes to prune that

is expected of the supply chain function. It is no

which is non-value added and capitalize on that which

longer enough to simply connect supply and demand

is value added.

at optimal cost and service levels. Today’s business

f)

leaders are demanding more from their supply chains,

Enable business needs to drive technology
and automation choices

including competitive advantage. The following are key
aspects that should be considered to enable supply

Technology and automation are integral to overcoming

chains to achieve competitive advantage for their
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challenges.

Leaders

employ

technology
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Supply chain management has become one of the most
powerful engines of business transformation globally.
Unfortunately supply chain awareness locally is at a
nascent stage. It is time that businesses in Sri Lanka
realise the potential of supply chain management to
achieve competitive advantageby taking learnings from
global examples and start investing in supply chain
professionals to contribute to their business growth.
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RULE OF LAW FOR
LAW AND ORDER

Frank de Silva*

Synopsis
Rule of law is a term freely used in writings and in

Rule of law can on the other hand have some

daily speech. The term holds well in principle and in

effective meaning and content only in practical

concept.

terms. But here too, only a working definition of rule
of law is available to drive its purpose. These working

Reference to rule of law at ceremonial occasions is

principles of rule of law are identified as supremacy

only of limited effect. The principle in rule of law is

of the law as it applies to all, an administration in

barely evident in effective terms through later action.

courts which spells out clearly that a rule of law

Ceremonial pronouncement of rule of law has lurking

operates, and finally that the law and its workings

beneath a power dimension to its expression, that of

must plainly benefit all those to whom the rule

the proponent over those to whom it is addressed.

applies. The practical reality, in this respect, is that

In a more studied context, rule of law is projected

there is considerable misgiving, even as a matter of

as an ideal, one that governs and rules all action

practical experience.

that follows. But as an ideal too, rule of law is a

Valiant efforts are however made in a positive

problematic concept. Primarily this is because there

endeavour. But these are exceptional. Yet they must

is a serious gap between the ideal and actuality. As a

be recognised.

result from a practical perspective the ideal in rule of

The central purpose of this article is therefore

law only stands by itself.

to recognise that Rule of Law for law and order is
considerably problematic.

Rule of law is hardly a rallying cry, much less to mount

and persuasions that they cannot march to a single

an agitation anymore that democracy or human rights

drum. The problem is that these concepts are lacking

could muster. These terms have value in themselves but

in precise meaning. They have different implication

they are hardly sufficient to commence a march. And

for different people. In the end, rule of law, as well as

the values in Rule of Law have different connotations

of democracy and rights, sound as of a slogan. They

* BA Cey, LLB Col. PhD. Former Inspector General of Police
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are in effect a catchphrase to take in what they would,

“Oftentimes have I heard you speak of one who

even to ignore that which sounds unpleasant to their

commits a wrong as though he were not one of you, but

ears. Double standards are to the fore, whatever is the

a stranger unto you and an intruder upon your world”

banner under which you would march.

- ‘The Prophet’ by Kahil Gibran, Pan Books, Oxford
1991p 52. The preserve of rule of law is of those within

There are at least three standpoints on rule of law. One

the rule of law. The address is to the other.

is the ceremonial pronouncement of rule of law. The
second is that rule of law is an ideal. The third strand of

From a ceremonial perspective therefore, rule of law is

meaning of rule of law is anxiety and anxious concern

not a concept sufficient in itself, as it draws not on the

for some breakdown, which we call breakdown of law

disconcerting aspects which figure beneath rule of law.

and order. If each of these constituents of rule of law

The limits of such pronouncement are thus evident.

is taken in turn, one can at least see where we stand.

IDEAL
CEREMONIAL

Consequently, the term rule of law is presented as an

The term Rule of Law has even a pious ring at

ideal, which usage, if it were less sanctimonious, is yet

ceremonial addresses in Courts. Reference to the term

recognised as something to be achieved. There is then

in courts is intended to impart a grave tone to the

no ceremonial injunction in the ideal in rule of law. Yet

deployment of the rule. The notion of rule of law, in

even as an ideal, Rule of Law is then only a state to

this context, is to evoke a sense of appeal to a higher

be achieved, by definition as it were. There is much

order, in an attitude of solemn sanctity that is not to

commonplace reference to rule of law in writings and

be questioned. Therefore reference to rule of law on

even during everyday discussions. The term rule of

these formal occasions performs as a ritual. The rite is

law is there freely bandied about at every turn as the

often repeated to sustain itself. As a convention rule

answer to all the problems which agitate the minds of

of law reads as a petition to a higher order and in the

those who speak.

same breath rule of law is decreed to those below.

In truth however such complaint is but an allusion to
the problem between the ideal and the actuality. There

Beneath the ritual is a call to rationality. Rationality is,

is a wide gap between the two. Many are distraught

in fact, the issue which plays through the references

at the quandary which confronts them, the dilemma

meant either way. Therefore rule of law is in effect

they face in their inability to bridge the gap between

rationality against which there can be no question. But

the ideal and the reality. In order that some resolution

as much as the term rule of law is a dutiful expression to

is conceivable is this perceived disorder of the system

set out the rational order, there is a political undertone

it is necessary to go deeper into the issues involved.

to subscribe to a process of rationalisation in the

These issues are none other than the subject of ‘rule’

Rule which is an unacknowledged form of political

and that of ‘law’, each taken separately, and with

domination, see Marcuse1. “Moreover, this rationality

discrimination. An ideal in the rule of law thereby incurs

......requires a type of action that implies domination....

a twofold interpretation.

the ‘rationalisation’ of conditions of life is synonymous
with the institutionalisation of a form of domination

The first is to question the very basis and the concept

....” These means then constitute the rationale in the

of rule of law. The second is to figure out the process

controlling process in Rule of Law. Control is in every

whereby the gap between the reality and the ideal can be

sense, of the law, of the procedure and of those who

reduced as much as possible. The two aspects are not

administer them. Inevitably therefore, rule of law, so

discrete or removed from each other. The two strands

construed, has its focus only from one side. The Rule

are necessarily intertwined and implicated in the course

is addressed to the others. The Rule of Law does not

of a constantly re-evaluated strategy, the objective of

address to itself, to those who would so speak.

which will reinstate the cogency of rule of law.

2
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It bears repetition. On the one hand, the very term

Yet it is well to recognise the fact that there is much

‘rule of law’ must be reviewed for the precise content

that has fallen off the ideal. Some writers have even

of ‘rule’ and of ‘law. If the law is inadequate to serve

abandoned the ideal of rule of law. They suggest that it

law and order, it is idle to talk of rule by such an

is better to start the analysis from the point of anarchy,

inadequate law, and perhaps to contend with the

at the bottom, and work its way up to identify the rule3.

paradox that such ‘law’ is not ‘law’. On the other
hand, there are a host of problems which inhibit the

LAW AND ORDER.

progress from the actuality of the law to the ideal of the
law. Briefly, such problematic issues may be listed as

The problem of law and order is in the gap between

partial law development, chronic ‘ laws delay’, skewed

the ideal in rule of law and the ground reality of rule

adjudication, a dysfunctional criminal justice system

of law. The purpose of this article is then to examine

and process, the weighted law relating to the police,

the perception of rule of law in the ground reality of

and inadequate rights determination process and

law and order. From that perspective, the discussion

much more. Such dysfunction has been very much the

proceeds as a critique on rule of law. The suggestion is

order in the experience of the rule of law. Is there a

that law and order is neither informed nor restrained by

respite to rule of law with laws delay? And can such be

rule of law. Neither positively nor negatively does rule

said to function as rule of law? In short this is hardly

of law promote law and order. Discussion of rule of law

the stuff of an endeavour of closing the gap between

through the prism of absolute and theoretical values

the actual and the ideal in Rule of Law.

does not help. The problem of rule of law for law and
order is in the practical perspective, of the relationship

In fact all this that detracts from this ideal in the rule

of rule of law to law and order.

of law is an index to the gap between the ideal and the
reality. It is then in the space between the ideal and the

The analysis must then reach down from the heights of

actual, in the disparity between the objective and its

its ceremonial and ideal perch to the ground reality. On

realisation, that an ideal of rule of law, such as we hear,

that note the terms ‘Rule of Law’ and ‘Law and Order’

is invoked. The fall off of the ideal in rule of law from

are simply synonymous expressions, both tantamount

reality is then not merely a formal variance between

to one and the same. Such idea is in fact the popular

the ideal and the reality. Their ominous prospects are

conception. When there is a breakdown of law and

indeed insidious. Thus access to justice is denied to the

order the question is asked: Where is the rule of law?

public at large due to economic and other institutional

Public expectation is to this effect that one is merely

constraints, which in turn have spawned the reality of

the other, that law and order is inherent in rule of law.

much extra judicial activity, the very antonym of law

But in trying to equate the two, still further problems

and order, and also the emergence of a spectre of a

are encountered.

mafia of arms and drugs and much else that goes with
these. All these dangerous developments portend the

The first problem, as stated before, is that there is

emergence of a form of a phantom state which moves

no definition of rule of law. Instead an authoritative

about beneath the rule of law for law and order.

statement by Lord Bingham would serve as a useful
starting point. The core of rule of law Lord Bingham

These adverse references nevertheless do not suffice

said is: “that all persons and authorities within the

to disqualify the given system. There are yet some of

state, whether public or private, should be bound by

these working within the system in the direction of

and are entitled to the benefit of the laws publicly

rule of law as one would have it. Justice demands that

made…and publicly administered in courts”4

these be yet recognised. But in truth their efforts are

aspects are inherent in this working definition of rule

now completely overwhelmed, that generates a cynical

of law: Supremacy of the law; Administration of the

approach to the understanding of concept of rule of

law; and their public benefit. Each is taken in turn for

law.

further discussion.
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SUPREMACY OF THE LAW.

trends in SL under rule of law bear illustration, as they
have grave consequences for rights. These trends yet

The first aspect of rule of law is the principle of

prevail under the principle of supremacy of law.

supremacy of law, which should bind all persons,
from laws publicly made. Supremacy of the law is

ARROGATION TO THE LAW.

here the defining attribute of rule of law. Supremacy
of law is in effect the rule of law. That law takes its

Arrogation to the law by certain interests in the name

significance and form against all other. However there

of supremacy of law under rule of law would not benefit

are a few countervailing factors which detract from the

all persons. Examples are appropriate.

supremacy of law to make for rule of law. But here are

1.

countervailing facts to contend with.

Compounding of minor crimes by police at
police stations which brought on an end
to the case as an acquittal was changed in

LAW CREATION

1988, the change of law in SL removed the
acquittal effect of police action. The change

Law creation or law development reflects certain

in law was not the result of public agitation,

features which detract from the idea of supremacy of

but of law reform agencies through their

the law. In this country, Sri Lanka, since independence,

internal dynamics to make for a ‘lawyers

law creation has followed a particular path. This way

law’, in defiance of a long established law in

of law creation detracts from the idea of supremacy

SL which prevailed for over hundred years.

of the law and the ideal of rule of law. Leslie Sebba

The significance of the change in this law is

commented5: There is little change later, of direction

shown up in the parallel situation in India with

or of substance, in the criminal codes enacted by

comparative provisions since colonial times,

the colonial power. Retention of inherited laws in

but carried them through in the Indian re-

post-colonial countries is the observed reality. Law

codification of criminal procedure law in 1974,

making and development of law after independence

with effect unchanged.

proceed in a bureaucratic mode of progress in the
main. Legal changes in the criminal law are not of a

2.

substantive nature, which transform the scheme of law

The example of the bribery law in SL is another
example. The bribery law in SL is centred on

administration. They are not driven by socio-economic

Bribery Commission and the Courts exclusively,

imperatives, nor made in response to articulated public

for all purposes. Previously the Police and the

opinion. In effect, apparent changes to the criminal

Public service had a responsibility to deal with

law are formulated in an officious way imposed to

bribery offences. This centralising was a form

serve limited ends. This trend in development of law is

of arrogation to the law, under rule of law. The

termed by Sebba as ‘lawyers’ law’, laws determined by

shortcomings in the current process and their

law professionals, serving largely the lawyers’ interests

limited effect on the problem of bribery are

or of a handful of public servants. Sebba notes6 also

well known. This matter has been discussed

that a gap between legal norms and popular norms is

extensively elsewhere8 by the author. Details

maintained by a ‘New Class’ of lawyer-bureaucrats. Law

are avoided here.

making which is partial and weighted can neither be
3.

supreme, nor should it rule.

Conciliation Boards set up in 1959 were
discontinued in1979 through the new criminal

A form of ‘Internal dynamics’ then drives the changes

procedure code framed by legal interests. The

in the law. Changes are held back by a process termed

resistance to these conciliation boards was on

‘Elite capture’, the obverse of ‘internal dynamics’.

the basis that there were outside authorities

Decker, Sage and Stefanova assert7 this phenomenon

who so administered the law outside the

can be understood as elite capture or corruption in the

courts. This law was formulated due to public

‘capture’ process to increase the power. These untoward
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agitations and was not a product of the

4.

3.

The prohibition on confessions to police

internal dynamics of ‘lawyers law’. Alternate

remains unaltered. The preserve is kept. This

processes were discarded in arrogation to the

remains unaltered despite many exceptions

law.

to this blanket prohibition on confessions
to police. Thus the imposition of spot fines

Mediation Boards were set up in 1983 to meet
the same need.

for traffic offences is based on confessions

This time however these

to police. Similarly emergency regulations

boards were accepted with reservations; that

allow for the reception of such confessions

these did not oust the jurisdiction of court.

in evidence. Compounding of cases by police

Arrogation to the law was here the primary concern,

necessarily entails taking of confessions to

in the name of supremacy of the law.

effect settlement, an exception to the general
prohibition on confessions to police. And again
admissions to police are received in evidence

OR PRESERVED TO THE LAW.

in courts despite its prohibition by section

Or else there was the complementary process of

110 of the SL Code of Criminal Procedure-

preserving to the law, laws made earlier which however

Anandagodage 64 NLR 73. Since this preserve

inhibits the idea of supremacy of the law.

has to be kept by vested interests, it is

1.

unlikely that the law will be changed to admit

The rule of law does not sit well with police

such confession where they are sufficiently

investigation. Former Chief Justice of Karnataka

corroborated by other independent evidence.

India Shri Malimath said: ‘It is unfortunate that
[the police investigation is not trusted by the

In terms of rule of law and law and order, confessions

law and the courts’ undermines, at its very

of accused constitute the best evidence.

base, the rule of law. This is an attitude of
courts which applies as well to the SL courts.

“And how shall you punish those whose remorse is

In this sense there is blatant conflict between

already greater than their misdeeds? Is not remorse the

Rule of Law and Law and Order at its very

justice which is administered by that very law which you

base. The issue is plainly one of power and

would fain serve? Yet you cannot lay remorse upon the

turf than of any abiding law principle. These

innocent nor lift it from the heart of the guilty”9. The

attitudes prevail within the rule of law.

main prohibition has not been subject to review and
has been conserved, though the exceptions suggest

2.

To add to this, statements of witnesses

changes.

recorded by police can, by law, be used only
4.

to contradict that witness, not to corroborate

was a matter of concern to the authorities.

witness. There is inbuilt illogicality and
inconsistency in this law, since contradiction

The problem was noted in the Basnayake Commission

is of little use against a statement that is

Report of 1970.

of worth only for contradiction, not for

The Commission addressed this

problem to the very point, and recommended

corroboration. Contradiction against that

police intervention immediately, on site, to abate

which is indefinite and only contradictable is

possible breach of peace and to report to court the

logically inconceivable. Rule of law has not

nature of police action. However the 1979 Primary

cleared this inconsistency. Such prospect is

Court Law enacted in response did not adopt this

an ordeal confronting witnesses, a daunting
prospect for law and order.

Breach of peace and action when such is likely

recommendation.

For over one

prescribed.

hundred and fifty years no change was made,

Judicial intervention was instead

This involved much procedure that is

the preserve of the law. Intervention when breach

the inconsistencies were preserved to the law.

of peace is likely is thus necessarily deferred action,
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ADMINISTRATION OF THE LAW.

which suits the law, not the community. The court went
further to require that the likelihood of breach of peace

Likewise the administration of the law adds to the

was judicially demonstrable, on evidential facts. The

problems discussed above. Administration of the law

problem has then to reach this threshold. The imminent

is then the second aspect of rule of law. ‘Benefits of

point of the boil had to be reached to invoke court

the laws publicly made …and publicly administered

action. Section 66 of this law applied. Elite interests

in courts’ are as noted by Lord Bingham. But in terms

of law professionals through a form of ‘lawyer’s law’

of rule of law administration of law is as problematic

prevailed to co-opt the law reform process otherwise

as the supremacy of the law. This time the reason is

than recommended. The perception in the community
in such situation is generally one of dismay.

that termed dysfunction in the system. Malfunction

Elite

in the administration of justice is manifest in various

interests prevail.

ways. There is in fact much disquiet over rule of law

Supremacy of the law for public benefit is inhibited by

voiced in the UK10, the UN11 and in SL12. Benefit of

reserving these to the law makers. .

such administration of the law does not accrue to the
people as rule of law requires.

OR LAWS RESISTED BY VESTED
INTERESTS.

DUE PROCESS.

Resistance to changes by vested interests was also

It is idle to talk of rule of law when ‘due process’ is

in the name of supremacy of the law. The standout

heavily skewed to make for a rule. Thus due process

example of resistance is that of the 1973 Administration

does not sit easy with laws delay under rule of law. The

of Justice Law (AJL). The AJL was specifically devised to

arteries of due process are clogged by ‘laws delay’. Laws

eliminate waste and delay and to expedite the criminal

delay is then not simply a matter of resources, as often

process. Clearly these changes accrued to the standing

made out by some one-sided inquires. Reference here

of rule of law. But these very virtues were repulsive

is to the fact that laws delayed are due to structural and

to vested legal interests and by a sleight of legal and

systemic13 problems from conflict of private and public

political process this law was revoked in 1979.

interest and a host of other reasons. Of another order
of failure of due process and the rule of law is that the

In similar disposition the Conciliation Boards (CBs) were

administration of the law hardly serves the community

resisted on grounds such as the CBs being ultra vires

and the victim of crime. The UK the report ‘Justice for

the constitution, that they were an irregular exercise of

All’14 had this concern and underlined the need for

judicial power, exercised by other than judicial officers.

‘rebalancing the criminal justice system in favour of

These CBs were removed from the law in 1979, through

the victim and the community’ [ibid p11, 14]. These

the same fiat which removed the AJL in 1979.

expressions barely correspond with the expectations
of rule of law as underlined above by Lord Bingham.

The Mediation Boards (MBs) introduced in 1983 did
not find a warm reception with the legal authorities.

Yet again due administration of the law under rule of law

MBs were acquiesced in with reservations that MBs did

is undermined by a failure termed ‘Access to Justice’15

not oust the jurisdiction of the courts.

Many reasons cited, in that report, are in proof of the
denial of access to justice. These include the conflict of

Supremacy of the law for rule of law is therefore a

public with private interest which plays out in disconcert

problematic issue. There is much that militates against

in laws publicly administered in courts, to corruption

the ready acceptance of the term supremacy of law

and inefficiency. In fact the prospect of alternate

under rule of law.

means outside the normal rule of law is recommended
in this Canadian report intended particularly to obviate
some inhering problems. Supremacy of law and rule
of law are nevertheless upheld in the main, though
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continuously assailed by these disturbing cross winds.

two situations. There is an apparent divergence of the
two laws, raising the issue of supremacy of the law.

Administration of the law is itself much of a problematic

The critical issue was that of imminence of breach of

consideration to make for rule of law Public benefit

peace. In the La Porte case, the court decision was

from administration of law publicly made.

that police action was premature since at that point

Benefit of law, the supremacy of the law, the

breach of peace was not ‘imminent’. In the Austin and

administration of the law, are axiomatic in any system

Saxby case breach of peace was even less imminent

of justice. But if these features of the law are in some

but court upheld action of police. Here action was

way a denial of due benefits from law, that raises yet

timely, if not imminent to prevent breach of peace. The

again the issue of the cogency of rule of law.

constitutional interpretation of ‘imminent’ in the former
case and the common law approach of timely action

Thus supremacy of the law and due administration of

in the latter case make the difference. The real issue

the law do not accrue to the rule of law to the extent

was whether the police action was timely to prevent

they do not sustain the rule of law. The issue of public

breach of peace. The statutory determined point of

benefit from the law looms large in this context. A call

imminence may then be late; action late requires the

for the restoration of rule of law is therefore mired on

use of more force. Minimum intervention is feasible

the grounds of considerable uncertainties. The point

when action is timely. And by a quirk of fate what has

of the matter here is that these problems do not accrue

been prevented in the La Porte cannot be proved.

to the benefit of the people. If laws served only certain

The institutionalisation of rights in constitutional law

interests, it is idle to think that these interests will

acquires its own dynamics to dominate common law

coincide with the general public benefit due from rule

and community perceptions.

of law. Law and order fails in the meanwhile.
The issue of benefit to people from law administered

Rights issues.

under rule of law came into dramatic proportions in the

Of yet another order of problems within the rule

case of the Totenham riots in the UK in August 2011.

of law for law and order is the matter of rights. The

Here was a stark display of the imbalance between the

importance of rights for rule of law cannot be gainsaid

statutory law and common law and failure to strike out

in this respect. The benefit of rights law to people is

the balance between individual rights and community

self evident. But here too in many an instance rights

interests. Rights of the protestors were upheld while

adjudication proceeds in a manner which is removed

arson and looting in derogation of public order took

from reality and is therefore not of direct benefit to

place simultaneously in the very presence of the police.

all persons. This matter has been discussed at length

There was a breakdown of rule of law. A balanced

elsewhere16. Partly the problem stems from the gap

view was: “One of the prime duties of the police is

between constitutional law and common law on rights.

the maintenance of public order….The common law

This affects the validity of the concept rule of law.

powers are preventive in nature and are available to the

Often rights law decisions have had to be reviewed on

police (and to the citizen)…. The freedom to protest

the basis that they do not accord with practical ground

is circumscribed by the preventive power of the police

reality. This bears illustration.

and by statutory offences as wilful obstruction of the
highway. Despite the terms of the ECHR, Article 11,

Probable cause is an indefinite basis for rule of law in

there are no rights to assemble and protest. These are

constitutional law for rights in the US. Constitutional

residual freedoms which exist only to the extent that

validity of police action based on probable cause has
been determined variously as a result17.

they are not affected by any positive law as obstruction

In the UK, the two cases of La Porte18 and Austin and

instance. These are facts which stand out stark and

Saxby19, reflect the difference in impact between the

black in the face of rule of law for law and order.

of the highway”20. Such view did not prevail in this

statutory law and common law on police action, in the
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Benefit of law thus administered under rule of law is
equally one which presents much difficulty for standard
of rule of law for law and order. .

CONCLUSION.
The comments above are much of a disquieting nature
in respect of Rule of Law in relation to law and order.
The problem however is that discussions on the Rule
of Law have merely taken the concept as given. None
of these studies have been of an analytical nature
particularly from its practical value for law and order.
This article is therefore an attempt to strike a balance
between the concepts of Rule of law as an ideal and as
a practical working proposition.
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Professional Jokes
A UNIVERSAL PHILOSOPHICAL REFUTATION

SHERLOCK HOLMES AND WATSON

A philosopher once had the following dream.

Sherlock Holmes and Dr Watson went on a camping

First Aristotle appeared, and the philosopher said

trip. After a good meal and a bottle of wine they lay

to him, “Could you give me a fifteen-minute capsule

down for the night, and went to sleep. Some hours later,

sketch of your entire philosophy?” To the philosopher’s

Holmes awoke and nudged his faithful friend awake.

surprise, Aristotle gave him an excellent exposition in

“Watson, look up at the sky and tell me what you see.”

which he compressed an enormous amount of material

Watson replied, “I see millions and millions of stars.”

into a mere fifteen minutes. But then the philosopher

“What does that tell you?” Holmes questioned.

raised a certain objection which Aristotle couldn’t

Watson pondered for a minute. “Astronomically, it tells

answer. Confounded, Aristotle disappeared. Then

me that there are millions of galaxies and potentially

Plato appeared. The same thing happened again, and

billions of planets. Astrologically, I observe that Saturn

the philosophers’ objection to Plato was the same as

is in Leo. Horologically, I deduce that the time is

his objection to Aristotle. Plato also couldn’t answer

approximately a quarter past three. Theologically, I can

it and disappeared. Then all the famous philosophers

see that God is all powerful and that we are small and

of history appeared one-by-one and our philosopher

insignificant. Meteorologically, I suspect that we will

refuted every one with the same objection. After the

have a beautiful day tomorrow. What does it tell you?”

last philosopher vanished, our philosopher said to

Holmes was silent for a minute, then spoke. “Watson, you

himself, “I know I’m asleep and dreaming all this. Yet

retard. It tells me that some bastard has stolen our tent!”

I’ve found a universal refutation for all philosophical
systems! Tomorrow when I wake up, I will probably
have forgotten it, and the world will really miss

CHEMIST’S BAD DAY

something!” With an iron effort, the philosopher

Upon arriving home in eager anticipation of a leisurely

forced himself to wake up, rush over to his desk, and

evening, the husband was met at the door by his

write down his universal refutation. Then he jumped

sobbing wife. Tearfully she explained, “It’s the druggist

back into bed with a sigh of relief. The next morning

- he insulted me terribly this morning on the phone.”

when he awoke, he went over to the desk to see

Immediately the husband drove downtown to accost

what he had written. It was, “That’s what you say.”

the druggist and demand an apology. Before he could
say more than a word or two, the druggist told him,
“Now, just a minute - listen to my side of it. This morning

MATH, PHYSICS, & PHILOSOPHY

the alarm failed to go off, so I was late getting up. I went

Dean, to the physics department. “Why do I

without breakfast and hurried out to the car, but I’ll be

always have to give you guys so much money, for

damned if I didn’t lock the house with both house and

laboratories and expensive equipment and stuff.

car keys inside. I had to break a window to get my keys.

Why couldn’t you be like the math department - all

Driving a little too fast, I got a speeding ticket. Then,

they need is money for pencils, paper and waste-

about three blocks from the store I had a flat tire. When

paper baskets. Or even better, like the philosophy

I finally got to the store there was a bunch of people

department. All they need are pencils and paper.”

waiting for me to open up. I got the store opened and
started waiting on these people, and all the time the
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darn phone was ringing its head off. Then I had to break

The Chemical Engineer said, “The way it sputtered at

a roll of nickels against the cash register drawer to make

the end, I don’t think it’s getting gas. We shall check

change, and they spilled all over the floor. I got down on

the gas tank.”

my hands and knees to pick up the nickels - the phone

The Electrical Engineer said, “I think there was a spark

is still ringing - when I came up I cracked my head on

and something is wrong with the electrical system. We

the open cash drawer, which made me stagger back

shall check the circuitry.”

against a showcase with a bunch of perfume bottles on
it, and half of them hit the floor and broke. The phone

All three turned to the computer engineer and said,

is still ringing with no let up, and I finally got back to

“What do you think?”

answer it. It was your wife - she wanted to know how
The Computer Engineer said, “We shall get out of the

to use a rectal thermometer. Well, Mister, I TOLD HER!”

car and get in again.”
NEWTON”S LAWS FOR ENGINEERS
Newton first Law
Every Engineer continues his state of chatting or

THE FAST SURGEON

forwarding mails unless he is assigned work by external

Sam and John were out cutting wood when John cut

unbalanced manager.

his arm off. Sam remained calm, wrapped the arm in a
plastic bag, and took the arm and John to a surgeon.

Newton second Law

“You are in luck,” said the surgeon. “I am an expert

The rate of change in the Work is directly proportional

in re-attaching limbs. Come back in four hours when

to the payment received from client and takes place at

I have completed the operation.” So Sam returned in

the quick rate when deadline force is applied.

four hours and the surgeon said, “I did it faster than I

Newton Third Law

expected. Jon is down at the pub.” Sam rushed down

For every appraisal there is an equal but opposite Work

to the pub and was amazed to see John playing darts.

Implementation.

A few weeks later, Sam and John were cutting wood
again when John accidentally cut off his leg. Sam put

Bonus Law -4.

the leg in a plastic bag and took it and John back to

Mistakes can neither be created nor be removed from

the same surgeon. “Legs are harder,” said the surgeon,

drawings by an engineer. It can only be converted from

“but I’ll see what I can do - come back in six hours.”

one form to another. The total number of mistakes in

Sam returned in six hours and the surgeon said, “I

the drawing always remains constant.

finished early - John’s playing football.” Sam went
to the field and to his surprise found John kicking 50
meter torpedoes. A few weeks later, Sam and John were

PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER

cutting wood again, when John accidentally cut off

One day, a Mechanical Engineer, Electrical Engineer,

his own head. Sam put the head in a plastic bag and

Chemical Engineer and Computer Engineer were driving

took it and the rest of John to the surgeon, confident

down the street in the same car.

that the skilful surgeon would do the job. “Gee,
heads are really difficult to re-attach,” the surgeon

The car broke down.

muttered, “but I’ll see what I can do - come back in
The Mechanical Engineer said, “I think a rod broke. We

12 hours.” Sam returned in 12 hours. “How did it go,

can check the rods.”

Doc?” he asked. “I’m sorry. John died,” the surgeon
replied. “He suffocated in the plastic bag, you idiot!!”
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APPROACH TO IDENTIFY THE
CHRONIC KIDNEY DISEASE OF
UNKNOWN ETIOLOGY PREVENTION
MODEL IN SRI LANKA

AUTHORS:

that family and badly causes to disrupt on children’s

1.

Dr. Anuruddha Padeniya

education. Researches do not possess a common

2.

Dr. Nalin Ariyarathne

opinion about the actual aetiology of CKDue. Different

3.

Dr. A. Lathaharan

4.

Dr. Lasantha Jinadasa

5.

Dr.Nath Wijesuriya

6.

Dr. Naveen De Soyza

researchers argue on different types of aetiologies
such as Arsenic, Cadmium, Aluminium toxins and other
aetiologies.
This issue is primarily a health issue with multi-sectorial
relevance. Health authorities have taken two steps to
date. One is to establish and enhance few treatment
units. Secondly, launching several research projects in

GOVERNMENT MEDICAL OFFICERS’

collaboration with WHO, one after another, with the aim

ASSOCIATION

of detecting aetiology of this emerging disease. Despite
media, politicians and public concern over this issue,

Summary

health authorities have failed to recognize CKDue as a

Chronic Kidney Disease with unknown etiology (CKDue)

national health priority. There are 13 people are dying

is a serious nephritic issue that can be observed in

daily due to this deadly ailment. Still health authorities

particular regions in the world. Most of the patients in

failed to initiate surveillance.

these regions are male occupants in agriculture-based
activities as their livelihood. Sri Lanka experiences

Hence Government Medical Officers’ Association

(this as) an emerging disease entity, over twenty years,

(GMOA) of Sri Lanka organized a research symposium in

mainly affecting the kidney. Even though the official

December 2013 to discuss about the matter. At the end

prevalence is not available, it is endemic in some parts

of the symposium they introduced a model of twelve-

of North Central Province and now geographically

recommendations that is need to be implemented with

extending to Uva, South, East, and North West and

multi-sectorial approach.

even to the North.
1.0 Introduction

CKDue has its impacts on health and socio-economic

1.1 Chronic kidney disease of unknown aetiology

status. Annually around 2000 new cases and 1400

(CKDue)

deaths are reported. Death of a breadwinner in a
household creates serious financial problems within

Sri Lanka experiences emerging disease entities over
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last two decades affecting the kidney. Among those

developing countries their Governments find it costly

chronic kidney disease patients there are significant

to treat such patients (Bello, K.A et al, 2005).

number of patients are found to be having without any

In Latin America, both Nicaragua and El Salvador face

identical aetiology (Jayasumana, C. et al, 2013). North

increase in mortality due to renal diseases. This is

Central, North Western, Uva, Eastern and Northern are

particularly common among youngsters and in areas

the provinces that huge number of patients with living

nearby Pacific coast (Rubio & Scammell, 2011). Poor

CKD of unknown aetiology. The ground situation is still

people in Nicaragua seriously troubled by CKD because

ambiguous, as CKD patients’ pathological factors are

it often develops to end-stage renal disease and renal

differ from that of patients who suffering from diabetes

replacement therapy is only marginally available

mellitus, hypertension, IgA nephropathy and other

(Torres, et al, 2010).

kidney diseases.

In Asia China and India hold 1/3 of total Asian CKD

It is very obvious that the group of patients with chronic

patients. In 2005, Japan was the country with highest

kidney disease of those provinces are demographically,

no. of CKD-5 patients. In Nepal renal replacement

geographically, pathologically and clinically different

therapy is a burden. Mongolian women and children

from well-known chronic kidney patients.

specially show nephrolithiasis. Rough climate, high

Due to these reasons, many researches have done a

fertility rate and low income rates have become the

various number of researches to identify/ explain the

major reasons for ESRD. Diabetes is the most general

unknown aetiologies. Time to time there are so many

cause of ESRD in India.

research publication being published. But still authors

CKD has been identified in some coastal villages of

are encounter to identify the aetiologies.

Andhra Pradesh – India. These areas are located in
SriKakalum district and Chimakurthy mandal (30-40

1.2 Global Situation

Km far from Sea line) of Prakasham district. People

Chronic Kidney Disease (CKD) is a serious situation

living in these two regions use ground water as their

as patients who are diseased with CKD, require renal

main source of drinking water (Reddi and Gunasekar,

replacement therapy. CKD can be observed in some

2012). Moreover renal fluorosis was reported from

particular regions in the world, such as Asia and Latin

Nalgonda, Udayagiri mandal – Nellor district of the

America. In Asia most of the CKDue patients are

same province (Jaganmohan, P. et al, 2010). And also

observed in China and India (Yusuke, T. et al, 2008).

people live in Ghaemshahr region in Mazandaran

Interestingly majority of CKDue patients are found to

province of Northern Iran, are likely to be affected by

be that young male agricultural based workers and

kidney failures due to Cadmium content of Iranian rice

who are living in developing countries situated in close

(Oryza saliva) (ALI Zazouli, et al 2008).

proximity to equator.

1.3 Sri Lankan Situation

Chronic kidney disease (CKD) is a rising health problem
in the world. In 2005, more than 1 million patients
with ESRF were reported all around the world. In rich

1.31 Burden of disease

countries,

cardiovascular

When it comes to Sri Lanka, CKD was first recognized

disease and obesity are identified as risk factors for

in 1993, from North Central province (NCP). Now

CKD, while in poor countries such risk factors are in

it spread drastically in both Anuradhapura and

line with chronic glomerulonephritis and interstitial

Polonnaruwa districts, around Nikawewa area in

nephritis, which are usually infectious and parasitic

Kurunegala district, Northern part of Badulla district

agents (Rubio & Scammell, 2011).

including

diabetes,

hypertension,

Girandurukotte,

and

Dehiaththakandiya

area of Ampara district (Prof. Nalin De Silva et al,

It is noteworthy that most of these patients are

2011). According to the investigations of Provincial

citizens of developed countries. When it comes to the
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Ministry of Health of Uva province, 1605 & 60 patients

are on the way of fully understanding the social

were reported from Badulla & Monaragala districts

epidemiology of the disease. CKDue is a development-

respectively. Majority of Badulla CKD patients have

induced disease as it is widespread in newly developed

identified from Girandurukotte area, where most of

areas where farmers extensively use agrochemicals

the people are settlers from other regions of the

(Silva, T.K, 2014).

island especially from Southern province. Even though
Girandurukotte situated in northern part of Badulla

If the breadwinner/s of a household gets sick by CKDue,

district – Uva province, it geographically much alike to

then it badly impacts on income source of the family.

a part of North Central province.

Hence financial problems occur. Children’s education
can get disrupted. They may get more troubled if they

According to the WHO summary report - 2011, in fact

loss parental care with a death of a parent. Moreover

15% of total population in between 15-70 years of age

patients get mental consternation as they may not

that reside in NCP & Uva provinces are victims of the

sure about what causes the epidemic. Some patients

kidney disease of unidentified aetiology.

and their families can be subject to stigma. In order
to cover-up the high costs of medical treatments
some families mortgage or/and sell their assets. Such
a situation cause to leave them in long-term poverty
(Silva, T.K, 2014).

Area

No. of patients

Anuradhapura

1800

Medawachchiya

2500

Padaviya

1300

Sri Pura

500

Medirigiriya

600

Hingurakgoda

600

Polonnaruwa

900

Girandurukotte

2500

Nickawewa

500

Graph 1: No. of patients reported at the end of
2010
Source: CKDue etiology and Arsenic poisoning
due to illegal pesticides, Nalin De Silva, et al
(2012), p.03
Figure 1: No. of CKDue patients in Divisional

1.32 Socio - Economic Impact

Secretarial area level of Sri Lanka.

Farmers and their families are the most-affected

Source: Nalin De Silva, et al (2012)

community where CKDue exists. Still relevant parties
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In order to minimise this bad situation, Silva, T.K (2014)

2.21 Fluoride and Aluminium

further suggested need of effective interventions

Illeperuma O.A et al, 2009, pointed out the habits of

for preventing the disease including early diagnosis,

CKD patients that they most commonly use aluminium

raising public awareness, promoting patient activism

pots for cooking and for storing water. According to

and legal measures against aggressive marketing of and

Johnson, S. et al 2012, Aluminofluoride complexes may

inappropriate use of agrochemicals.

contribute a lot to chronic kidney failures as aluminium
enhance fluoride intake to the body, while the fluoride

2.0 Observations of the Researchers Regarding

increases the leaching of aluminium in containers. But

CKDue in Sri Lanka

they hadn’t come up with a strong conclusion about
this particular scenario.

2.1 Multifactorial Effect
Different

researchers

were

argued

in

different

Instead to Johnson, S. et al 2012 identified that the

etiological factors. Most of the studies were simple

people in the affected areas drink relatively less quality

descriptive studies with few case control and cohort.
The

generalizability

of

those

researches

water than people living in unaffected areas.

being

Moreover, they said heavy metals in drinking water are

questionable as the methodology and the sampling

not related to CKDue in Sri Lanka, and if heavy metal is

were not represents the study population. One such

responsible then there is a different source for it.

research was done by Athuraliya et al, (2008). They had
taken clinical records of CKD patients belonged to two

2.22 Cadmium (Cd)

hospitals (I.e. Nephrology unit, Kandy and Renal clinic

According to Bandara, J.M.R.S, et al (2010), CKD

Anuradhapura). For the research done by Wanigasuriya

associated with elevated dietary cadmium (Cd) in the

et al (2011), they had randomly select 60 households

farming areas under Mahaweli Development Scheme

from the voters register, among a population of 800-

has reached a significantly higher level of 9000

1000 villagers.

patients. Drinking water from wells located in fields
being a significant predictor of early CKD.

Out of the above researches after the critical analysis
some researches were selected to review. These are

Cadmium pollutant is most found in rice and lotus

factors found from above reviewed researches are

rhizomes (Nelumbo nucifera) grown in lowland areas

listed below.

where chronic renal failure has been spread most
critically. On the other hand, cadmium concentration

According to the published researches the aetiologies

in freshwater fish largely influence to total dietary

could be:-

cadmium. Such Cd in Mahaweli river water adds

¾Heavy metals

to reservoirs in NCP and subsequently brings bad

Any component of

effects to users of such reservoirs. Long-term usage

¾Fertilizers

of Cd included Triple Super Phosphate contributed to

¾Pesticides

excessive levels of Cd in river water (Bandara, J.M.R.S,

¾Weedicides

et al, 2010).

¾Other
According to WHO Final report of CKD in Sri Lanka, it
is significant that compared to people of non-endemic
2.2 Findings of possible heavy metals as

area, healthy people living in endemic area, excrete

aetiologies from researches

high amount of cadmium with urine. CKDue patients

Various research groups conduct scientific researches

excrete more amount of Cd with urine, than healthy

to identify what cause for CKDue. They came up

people of both endemic and non-endemic areas. Urine

with different results that show heavy metals can be

Cd excretion is a credible indicator of cumulative long-

possible aetiologies.

term exposure to cadmium. Level of Cd in fresh water
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fish and levels of Cd and Pb in vegetables exceeds the

glyphosate as a pesticide. Moreover it is hard to detect

maximum levels indicated by relevant institutions.

some characteristics of it by laboratory tests. As a

Therefore WHO came up with the idea that entire

result scientists gave lack of attention to the human

weekly intake of Cd of citizens of endemic areas could

health effects of glyphosate-metal complexes.

exceed these safety limits.
2.3 Health Impact of CKD
2.23 Arsenic (As)

CKD prevails among agricultural crowd residing in

Jayasumana, et al (2011), found 52% of the CKDue

dry zone of Sri Lanka. Approximately 300-600 deaths

patients have shown symptoms belong to chronic

reported in hospitals due to CKDue annually. Island

Arsenic poisoning (CAP). Hair and urine samples from

wide 1400 deaths happen annually. Mortality rate is

CKDue patients have shown presence of high amounts

expected to be higher than what is generally accepted

of As which exceed the toxic level. Professor O.A

since some deaths are not included in death registries.

Ileperuma (2011), suggested As in pesticides conjoined

Nearly 2000 new patients are reported annually island

with the hardness in water and aftermath create

wide. (Source: “Help Treat Chronic Renal Failure in Sri

Calcium Arsenate, which is the ‘causative factor’ for

Lanka, an Appeal by Sri Lankan Physicians”, Dr. Ananda

the disease.

Gunawardena)

However this differs from generally accepted chemistry

2.4 Confusions regarding aetiologies

regarding As, as lime is sometimes even added to

Different

remove dissolved As from waste water as its insoluble

researchers

are

argued

in

different

aetiological factors. Meanwhile public are time to

Calcium Arsenate. Soluble arsenic has more potential

time being informed different aetiologies and its

to act as a toxin. But above theory fails to clarify why

prevention measures for last two decades. As a

insoluble As is more toxic than its soluble form. For

consequences trustworthiness regarding aetiologies

instance citizens of Anuradhapura city area may be

being questionable and have lost their faith. Due to this

expose to that is polluted by pesticides. Also it is hard

confusion the priority towards prevention of CKDue is

to explain why this disease isn’t found in other hard
water areas such as Dambulla, Jaffna & Matale districts.

neglected and misguided in various levels.

World Health Organisation classifies pesticides with

2.5 Intervention of Government Medical Officer’s

As compounds as active ingredient to be extremely

Association

poisonous and unhygienic. Arsenic chemicals have

Under the above situation it is difficult to go for a

been consumed as pesticides over centuries in history.

solution since the real cause for CKDue in Sri Lanka

Chinese used Arsenic Sulphide as early as 10th century

hasn’t been properly recognized. This situation has

AD. Chronic As poisoning is a severe crisis in State of

compelled for the GMOA to look into this matter

Bengal in India and Bangladesh. It has been identified

seriously discussions with stakeholders. It persuaded

as the worst chemical disaster in human history. In

them to implement an action that would gather all

Bangladesh also consuming Arsenic contaminated

dispersed relevant parties under one roof.

water and rice are the main sources of Arsenic in
human bodies.

3 Symposium on CKDue
The grievous situation in the country due to CKDue,

2.231 Glyphosate

compelled religious leaders and other interested

Jayasumana et al (2014) suggested that an herbicide

parties to request GMOA to take an action regarding

named ‘glyphosate’ has a connection with the issue,

the situation.

as it is the most widely used weedicide in CKD affected
areas. Multinationals companies launched emphatic
promotional projects to highlight the effectiveness of
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3.1 Action taken by GMOA

Ogawa

¾Mr.

Mihoko:

Japan

International

Cooperation Agency

GMOA organized a research workshop on chronic

¾Mr.Mathugama Seneviruwan - Journalist

kidney disease of unknown aetiology. That was held on
Friday 06th of December 2013 at O.P.A auditorium with

To address this issue critically with all stakeholder and

the participation of Hon. Maithripala Sirisena, Minister
of Health.

research investigators organised to formulate a model

On that day each research groups did presentations

agriculture and health departments, National Water

of their research efforts. After that Panel A discussed

Board, politicians, media, public and other interested

about the issue. Dr. Palitha Bandara: Regional Director

parties were participated. Here nine researchers were

of Health Services - Anuradhapura, explained about the

presented their presentations followed by the panel

role of Department of Health in North Central province.

discussions mentioned above.

for the prevention of CKDue.

Mr. W. Sakalasuriya, former secretary of Ministry of

A panel of experts,

All researches were presented by investigators followed

Agriculture, explained the progress achieved by the

by panel discussion were held. The main objective of

Ministry of Agriculture. Thereafter Panel B held their
discussion.

the panel discussion was regarding future prevention

Research Panel A consisted with the following resource

stakeholders following critical discussion were taken.

model for CKDue. Also views and comments of different

persons.

Different

1. Dr. Sapumal Danapala: Consultant Community

in

different

prevention measures for last two decades. As a

Graduate Institute of Medicine - Colombo

consequences trustworthiness regarding aetiologies

3. Dr. Palitha Karunapema - Deputy Director -

being questionable and have lost their faith. Due to this

Rehabilitation Hospital Ragama

confusion the priority towards prevention of CKDue is

4. Dr. Palitha Abeykoon - Senior Advisor, World Health

neglected and misguided in various levels.

Organization, Sri Lanka.

As the final outcome of this research symposium,

Research Panel B consisted with the following resource

GMOA produced a model of 12 Proposals to address

persons.

the issue. This model is expected to implement with

Mr. H.M.R.B Herath - Chief Secretary to the

the contribution of all stakeholders. On other words

Governor of North Central province

multi-sectorial approach is needed to create CKD-Free

Dr. A.B Padeniya - Consultant Paediatric Neurologist

Sri Lanka.

& President of GMOA
3.

argued

time being informed different aetiologies and its

2. Prof.Krishantha Abeysena - Deputy Director, Post

2.

are

aetiological factors. Meanwhile public are time to

Physician- Family Health Bureau

1.

researchers

Dr. P.B Jayasundara - Secretary to the Treasury,

4 Conclusion and Recommendations

Ministry of Finance and Planning
Furthermore except GMOA members and other medical

At the end of the research symposium following

professionals, there were participants who represent

conclusions were made unanimously.

certain other parties. For an example:-

1.

There is a need to find the aetiology or

¾Mr. S.M Paranagama : Environmentalist

aetiologies but the priority should be towards

¾Mr. L.A.S Samarawickrama

to have a public health approach. This public

Chief Managers of

Bank of Ceylon

health approach should be a multi-sectorial

¾Mr. M. Hettiarachchi

with inter-coordination and it should be

¾Mr. K. Hettiarachchi : Chairman - Water Board of

surveillance by Ministry of Health

Sri Lanka
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2.

The model of prevention of CKDue consisted

consensus over the findings in relation to aetiology or

of twelve proposals proposed by GMOA

the cause of the disease. Due to the discrepancies of

were accepted and submitted to Ministry of

the methodologies adopted a meta-analysis is also not

Health who would create a good platform for

possible.

brainstorming, planning, implementation and

Recommendation 05

periodic reviews in order to address CKDue

Establish a mechanism for collection of specimens

better.

needed for further evidence gathering for CKDue

The Twelve-proposal model gives up following set of

Biochemical,

recommendations to quell CKDue from Sri Lanka.

histological

and

hematological

Specimens collected from the public, patients and from

Recommendation 01

postmortem specimens will provide valuable evidence

Establish a comprehensive health programme on

for a definitive aetio-pathogenesis of the illness.

CKDue within the Ministry of Health

Recommendation 06

Present health care system of the country is not

Improving the resources available for laboratory

oriented towards responding to this national issue.

diagnosis for evidence gathering on CKD

Hence a comprehensive health programme should be

A mechanism to collaborate the College of Pathologists,

established as a fresh approach within the Ministry

College of Forensic pathologists and other relevant

of Health in order to facilitate the implementation of

professional organizations should be established

targeted interventions to control and prevent CKDue.

in order to strengthen the process of laboratory
diagnosis. The necessary resources should be allocated

Recommendation 02

for the Medical Research Institute (MRI) and for the

Develop strategies to prevent and control CKDue

other related laboratories (eg: Industrial Technology

based on the best available evidence

Institute – ITI, Government Analyst Department)

for

the analysis of the samples collected.

An evidence based approach will encompass a rational
decision making process by taking the best available

Recommendation 07

evidence, experience of the clinicians and patient

Redefining safety regulatory guidelines for water,

attributes into consideration.

food etc., in relation to dissolved materials

Recommendation 03

Sri Lankan standards for safe water should be

Establishing a surveillance system for Chronic

established. Analysis of water, Food and agro chemicals

Non-Communicable Diseases

should be done regularly and the relevant legislations

A surveillance system dedicated for CKDue will facilitate

should be redefined to encompass handling of water,

a better understanding of the nature of the illness, the

food and agrochemicals and for a mechanism of

disease burden and its risk factors. In addition, such

certifying organic food products.

a system will help to evaluate the effectiveness of the

Recommendation 08

interventions done which has a relevance to CKDue.

Establish a CKDue advocacy initiative through

Recommendation 04
Establish

a

common

the Health Education Bureau to facilitate health
research

agenda

Promotion initiatives.

to

streamline scientific research conducted with the

Establishment of a core group for advocacy initiatives,

funds of the government sector institutions

development of new Health Promotion material based
on scientific evidence available and formation of a

Published scientific literature reveals that there is no
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systematic strategy to disseminate health promotion

brainstorming, planning, implementation and periodic

information to the public are mandatory components

reviews in order to address CKDue better.

of a public health approach.
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Discover the 90/10 Principle
It will change your life
(or at least, the way you react to situations)
What is this Principle?

10:90 Principle- 10% of our life depends on “what
happens to us” from Stephen Covey
The Principle in short :
“10% of our life depends on what happens to us”...
“90% of our life depends on how we react to it....”

What does this mean?

A short verbal battle follows. You storm upstairs and
change your shirt.

We really have no control over 10% of what happens

Back downstairs, you find your daughter has been too

to us. We cannot stop the car from breaking down.

busy crying to finish breakfast and get ready for school.

The plane may be late arriving, which throws our whole

She misses the bus.

schedule off. A driver may cut us off in traffic. We have
no control over this 10%. The other 90% is different.

Your spouse must leave immediately for work.
You rush to the car and drive your daughter to school.

You determine the other 90%.

Because you are late, you drive 40 miles an hour in a 30

How? By your reaction.

mph speed limit.
After a 15-minute delay and throwing $60 (traffic fine)

You cannot control a red light, but you can control your

away, you arrive at school. Your daughter runs into the

reaction.

building without saying goodbye.
After arriving at the office 20 minutes late, you find you

Don’t let people fool you; YOU can control how you

forgot your briefcase.

react.

Your day has started terrible.
As it continues, it seems to get worse and worse.

Let’s use an example.

You look forward to coming home .

You are eating breakfast with your family.

When you arrive home, you find small wedge in your

Your daughter knocks over a cup of coffee onto your

relationship with your spouse and daughter.

business shirt.
You have no control over what just what happened.

Why? Because of how you reacted in the morning.

What happens when the next will be determined by
Why did you have a bad day?

how you react.
You curse. You harshly scold your daughter for knocking
the cup over.

A) Did the coffee cause it?

She breaks down in tears.

B) Did your daughter cause it?

After scolding her, you turn to your spouse and criticize

C) Did the policeman cause it?

them for placing the cup too close to the edge of the

D) Did you cause it?

table.
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The answer is D.

Remember the 90/10 principle, and do not worry about
it.

You had no control over what happened with the coffee.

You are told you lost your job.

How you reacted in those 5 seconds is what caused

Why lose sleep and get irritated?

your bad day.

It will work out.

Here is what could have and should have happened.

Use your worrying energy and time into finding another

Coffee splashes over you. Your daughter is about to cry.

job.

You gently say, “It’s ok honey, you just need to be more
careful next time”.

The plane is late; it is going to mangle your schedule

Grabbing a towel you rush upstairs. After grabbing a

for the day.

new shirt and your briefcase, you come back down in

Why take out your frustration on the flight attendant?

time to look through the window and see your child

She has no control over what is going on.

getting on the bus. She turns and waves.

Use your time to study, get to know the other passenger.
Why get stressed out? It will just make things worse.

You and your spouse kiss before you go to work.
You arrive 5 minutes early and cheerfully greet the staff.

Now you know the 90-10 principle.

Your boss comments on how good the day you are

Apply it and you will be amazed at the results.

having.

You will lose nothing if you try it.

Notice the difference? Two different scenarios.

The 90-10 principle is incredible.

Both started the same. Both ended different.
Why? Because of how you REACTED.

Very few know and apply this principle.

You really do not have any control over 10% of what

The result? Millions of people are suffering from

happens.

undeserved stress, trials, problems and heartache.

The other 90% was determined by your reaction.

There never seem to be a success in life.
Bad days follow bad days. Terrible things seem to be

Here are some ” says ” to apply the 90/10 principle.

constantly happening.

If someone says something negative about you, don’t

There is constant stress, lack of joy and broken

be a sponge.

relationships.

Let the attack roll off like water on glass.

Worry consumes time.

You don’t have to let the negative comment affect you!

Anger breaks friendships and life seems dreary and is

React properly and it will not ruin your day.

not enjoyed to the fullest.

A wrong reaction could result in losing a friend, being

Friends are lost.

fired, getting stressed out etc.

Life is a bore and often seems cruel.

How do you react if someone cuts you off in traffic?

Does this describe you? If so, do not be discouraged.

Do you lose your temper? Pound on the steering wheel?
You can be different!

(A friend of mine had the steering wheel fall off)
Do you curse? Does your blood pressure skyrocket?
Do you try and bump them?

Understand and apply the 90/10 principle. It will change

WHO CARES if you arrive ten seconds later at work?

your life!

Why let the cars ruin your drive?
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CORRUPTION IN
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY

Eng. J.K.Lankatilake*

INTRODUCTION

DEFINITION ON CORRUPT PRACTICES

The construction industry accounts for about one-

Anticorruption Policy requires borrowers (including

third of gross capital formation. Governments have

beneficiaries of financed activity), as well as bidders,

major roles as clients, regulators and owners of

suppliers, and contractors under financed contracts,

construction companies. The industry is consistently

observe the highest standard of ethics during the

ranked as one of the most corrupt: large payments to

procurement and execution of such contracts.

gain or alter contracts and circumvent regulations are

i.

common. The impact of corruption goes beyond bribe

“Corrupt practice”, means the offering,
giving, receiving, or soliciting, directly or

payments to poor quality construction of infrastructure

indirectly, anything of value to influence

with low economic returns alongside low funding for

improperly the actions of another party;

maintenance –and this is where the major impact of

ii.

corruption is felt. Regulation of the sector is necessary,

“Fraudulent practice”, means any act or
omission, including a misrepresentation, that

but simplicity, transparency, enforcement and a focus

knowingly or recklessly misleads, or attempts

on the outcomes of poor construction are likely to

to mislead, a party to obtain a financial or

have a larger impact than voluminous but poorly

other benefit or to avoid an obligation;

enforced regulation of the construction process.
Where government is the client, attempts to counter

iii. “Coercive practice”, means impairing or

corruption need to begin at the level of planning

harming, or threatening to impair or harm,

and budgeting. Output based and community-driven

directly or indirectly, any party or the property

approaches show some promise as tools to reduce

of the party to influence improperly the

corruption. At the same time they will need to be

actions of a party;

complimented by a range of other interventions

iv. “Collusive practice”, means an arrangement

including publication of procurement documents,

between two or more parties designed to

independent and community oversight, physical audit

achieve an improper purpose, including

and public-private anticorruption partnerships.

influencing improperly the actions of another
party;

*CEng,FIESL,MCGSL,MBA.MTecg(Cons.Teg),PGDip (Statistics)
Former Vice President OPA, Past President EGSL, Honarary Fellow IESL
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v.

“Abuse”, means theft, waste, or improper use

building and development agenda. Progress in fighting

of assets related activity, either committed

corruption has been limited; on the contrary, available

intentionally or through reckless disregard;

survey and other evidence suggests that corruption

vi. “Conflict of interest”, means any situation

has become increasingly widespread, entrenched, and

in which a party has interests that could

systematic in recent years.

improperly influence that party’s performance

Corruption is a major constraint that is hindering their

of official duties or responsibilities, contractual

economic, political and social development, and hence

obligations, or compliance with applicable

views it as a problem requiring urgent attention at the

laws and regulations;

highest level.
Corruption is defined as the use of public office for

Funding Agencies like ADB and World Bank are now

private gain, or in other words, use of official position,

taking precautions to control corrupt practices and

rank or status by an office bearer for his own personal

they will reject a proposal
a)

benefit. Following from this definition, examples

for award if it determines that the bidder

of corrupt behavior would include: (a) bribery, (b)

recommended for award has, directly or

extortion, (c) fraud, (d) embezzlement, (e) nepotism,

through an agent, engaged in corrupt,

(f) cronyism, (g) appropriation of public assets and

fraudulent, collusive, or coercive practices in

property for private use, and (h) influence peddling. In

competing for the Contract; and

this list of corrupt behaviour, activities such as fraud
and embezzlement can be undertaken by an official

b) will sanction a party or its successor, including

alone and without involvement of a second party. While

declaring ineligible, either indefinitely or for a

others such as bribery, extortion and influence peddling

stated period of time, to participate in their

involve two parties the giver and taker in a corrupt deal.

financed activities if it at any time determines

1. Corruption imposes significant risks on any

that the firm has, directly or through an agent,

c)

engaged in corrupt, fraudulent, collusive,

organisation

involves

with

construction

or coercive practices in competing for, or in

projects. An organization could include a

executing, an financed contract.

government, a local authority, a utility, a
project developer, and any organisation,

The Bank requires that Borrowers (including

whether public or private sector, which is or

beneficiaries of Bank loans), as well as Bidders,

will be the owner of the project.

Suppliers, Contractors, and Consultants under
2.

Bank-financed contracts, observe the highest

Corrupt practices can occur at every phase

standard of ethics during the procurement

of a construction project namely during

and execution of such contracts.

planning and design, prequalification and
tender, project construction, and operation

ACTION TAKEN

BY THE STATE

and maintenance. These practices may lead

TO PREVENT

to bribery or fraud, and often involve both.

CORRUPTION
3.

Corruption is widely recognized to be an extremely

The magnitude of bribes paid on construction
projects depends on the country and the

serious problem in Sri Lanka. In addition to the direct

project. It may vary from 5 %( low) to excess

financial costs as well as distortions and inefficiencies

of 30% of the project cost. Bribes paid during

resulting from corrupt practices, perceptions of

project execution, and fraudulent practices

pervasive and systematic corruption undermine the

can also add considerably to the project cost.

credibility and perceived legitimacy of the government.

Many major cost overruns which are blamed

Thus corruption, a symptom of poor governance,

on management inadequacies or changes in

constitutes a serious threat to Sri Lanka’s entire state58
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design may in fact be due to corruption.
4.

Corruption

could

lead

to

losses

of the society, in order to meet the overall national
development and enhanced quality of life of its

and

citizens. This will ensure speed, transparency, integrity

reputational risk for the Owner. The project

and accountability in all the development spheres and

may be uneconomic due to additional cost

in regard to which the procurement function of goods,

caused by corruption. Corruption can result

works and services plays a critical role. The NPA which is

in a wrongly specified dangerous or defective

responsible for preparation of Procurement Guidelines

project. Claims against the Owner by the

2006 for Goods and Works with the approval of Cabinet

contractor may be fraudulent.
5.

which had been used widely for state funded projects.

Contracts or consents (such as planning

Though NPA was to be established as an Authority

permission) which are procured through bribes

under a Parliament Act was abandoned and all the staff

may be invalid, or can be terminated, resulting

and functions were taken under Treasury.

in the collapse of the project or Owner, or

6.

major additional cost.

Professor Dayantha Wijesekera during his period as

Corruption can disadvantage international

Chairman of Institute for Construction Training and

financing

institutions,

agencies,

commercial

companies,

guarantors,

credit
banks,
or

Development (ICTAD), apex body in construction

insurance

industry, took an initiative to convert ICTAD into a

surety

statutory authority through an Act of Parliament in

insurance

1995.The purpose of the Act is to provide for the

companies which are financing, guaranteeing

development of the construction industry in Sri Lanka;

or insuring the project. Corruption may result

to regulate, register, formalize and standerdise the

in losses, false claims and reputational risk for

activities of the construction industry; to establish

these parties.
7.

Construction Industry Authority etc. Government

Corruption has lead the Owner utilize funds

Authority to regulate and standerdise the activities

in projects which are unnecessary, unsuitable,

in the construction industry could prevent corruption

defective or dangerous; which require overly

and improve the transparency and accountability.

complex components; which are overpriced or

Some delay tactics adopted by the government it is

expensive to operate and maintain; or which

sad to note that it was very unfortunate for people

are delayed.
8.

of the country for their inability to establish statutory

Corruption can disadvantage construction and

regulatory body even after nineteen years to manage

engineering companies by resulting in wasted

activities in the construction industry. This delay has

tender

prevented the Owner

expenses,

tendering

uncertainty,

increased project costs, economic damage,
blackmail,

criminal

prosecutions,



fines,

corruption in relation to a construction project

blacklisting, and reputational risk.
9.

to take urgent action to reduce the risk of
being built for it.

Failure to undertake adequate anti-corruption


measures could expose the Owner and its

to implement an internal anti-corruption code
of conduct and management programme

employees to the accusation that they were

which commits the Owner to a strict anti-

engaging in, or aiding and abetting bribery.

corruption policy.

The Government established National Procurement



Agency (NPA) to revise and adopt the procedures

to include documentation that will include
adequate

and processes in order to govern this vital aspect.

contractual

safeguards,

such

as anticorruption warranties, termination

The government has placed highest priority to ensure

and compensation rights in the event of

that development efforts across all sectors are

corruption, and claims management codes.

evenly balanced and distributed to all cross sectors
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to ensure that all pre-qualification, tendering


As

designed or specified by a representative

fair, reasonable, objective and transparent.

of the Owner in a manner which improperly

Corruption is concealed. The greater the

favours one bidder over the others. For

transparency, the more difficult it will be to

example, a certain technology which is only

conceal corruption.

possessed by one of the bidders may be

to report allegations of corrupt practices

specified, even though other technologies

to the authorities. Corruption can only be

may be preferable or cheaper. This will keep

prosecuted if it is reported. No anticorruption

away the contractors who do not possess the

mechanism can fully succeed unless there is

specified technology being kept off the pre-

the real likelihood of prosecution for offenders.

qualification list, or being rejected as non-

To

appoint

an

independent

compliant at tender stage. In some cases, the

Technical

Owner may not be aware that the Consultant

Auditor by the Authority who monitors the

appointed for design has been undertaken in

prequalification, tender and execution of

this manner or where the decision is taken

a project to ensure as far as possible that

corruptly by a representative of the Owner.

it is operated in an environment free from
corruption.


CORRUPT PRACTICES DURING

to develop a fair, proportionate and transparent

PRE-QUALIFICATION AND TENDERING PHASE

blacklisting procedure by the authority. The

The following are some of possibilities of paying bribes

Treasury authority of blacklisting which is not

during the prequalification and tendering phase.

implemented properly should be empowered
to the authority. This procedure, a company



a result of a bribe, the project may be

and project management procedures are



A bidder which is properly qualified may find

which is found to have been involved in

itself being rejected at pre-qualification stage

corruption would not be allowed to tender for

as a result of a bribe paid to a representative

the Owner’s projects for a specified period of

of the Owner by another bidder. The Owner

time after the offence.

has the right to reject bid without giving the
reason or the reasons given for rejection

to permit only contract with companies which

would be artificial. The rejection of several

have implemented an internal anticorruption

potential winners could result in the favoured

code of conduct and management programme

bidder being given an unfair

developed by the Authority

tender stage.


CORRUPT PRACTICES DURING DIFFERENT PHASES OF
CONSTRUCTION

At the project tender stage there may be
confidential information

such as minimum

and maximum acceptable prices, or tender

ĂͿ  ŽƌƌƵƉƚ WƌĂĐƟĐĞƐ ĚƵƌŝŶŐ WůĂŶŶŝŶŐ ĂŶĚ
ĞƐŝŐŶ

WŚĂƐĞ

assessment system which should not be
disclose at the tender stage Possession of

The following corrupt practices could occur during the

this information could assist a contractor in

planning and design phase.
A

advantage at

its bid. The leaking of this information by a

representative of the Owner may bribe a

representative of the Owner to the favoured

government or local authority official in order

bidder in return for a bribe may therefore give

to obtain planning permission for a project, or

it an unfair advantage. In private contracts

to obtain approval for a design which does not

there is a possibility for the owner to shortlist

meet relevant building regulations.

the contractors thereby eliminating qualified
tenderers. This could be eliminated to a
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certain extent by allowing the contractors

bidders, and the other bidders will put in

registered with ICTAD on specified grade and

tenders at a price which is higher than that of

discipline is allowed to bid.

the pre-selected bidder.

The tenders may be received by the Owner and

b) The bidders may agree with each other on

not be opened at a public opening exercise

a “losers’ fee” arrangement. This normally

specially in private funded projects. However

entails the bidders agreeing that they will bid

in government funded projects the tenders are

in full competition with each other (i.e. no

normally opened in the presence of bidders or

price fixing agreement, or pre-selection of the

his representative. In most of private funded

winner). However, they agree that they will each

projects, no-one except the Owner will be

include in their price a fixed sum representing

aware of the bidders’ prices and other critical

the estimated aggregate bid costs of all the

tender components. This secrecy will enable

bidders. The winner will then divide this fixed

a representative of the Owner to provide

sum equally between the losers. The primary

confidential information to the favoured

reason for this arrangement is compensation

bidder in return for a bribe. This bidder can

for the irrecoverable bidding costs of the

then amend its tender at the negotiation

losing bidders.

stage so as to secure a winning position.

c)

The tenders can then be publicised, and the

to fix the minimum price of the materials

favoured bidder announced as the winner, and

they supply. Even when there is competitive

no-one will be aware that the winning bidder

tendering, prices will be kept higher than

was given the secret opportunity to amend its

would be the case with genuine competition.

tender.


A group of suppliers of materials may collude

d) the government borrowing from foreign funding

The tender process may be corrupted by

agencies at a higher interest to implement

international pressure. For example, during

unsolicited proposals, permitting the donor to

an allegedly competitive tender process,

select their own contractor to execute the job.

the government of a developed country may

In order to evaluate single bid with engineer’s

influence the government of a developing

estimate many adjustments could be made

country to make sure that a company from

to pay commissions to interested parties.

the developed country is awarded a project,

The contractor after winning the contract will

even if it is not the cheapest or best option.

select local contractors as subcontractors

Such pressure can take many forms, including

and offer the work at a very low price. In some

the offer of aid, arms deals or agreements

contract awarded to foreign contractors they

to support a government’s application to

work in partnership with local consultants

another mission. Great lengths are taken to

and take back huge sum of money to their

conceal this pressure in some cases. .

home country during design and contract

The following are some of the fraudulent practices

management phase thereby the local tax

during the pre-qualification and tendering phase.

payers have to pay back the interest on money

a)

borrowed with high project cost

The bidders may secretly collude with each
other to share the market. This normally

CORRUPT PRACTICES DURING PROJECT EXECUTION
PHASE

entails the bidders agreeing that each one of
them will win a certain number of projects, or
a certain amount of turnover, in a particular

The following are some circumstances in which bribes

sector. In respect of each project, a winning

could be paid during the project execution phase.

bidder will be pre-selected secretly by all the
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a)

A contractor may pay a bribe to the Owner’s

knows that, the extension of time claim is

representative in return for the Owner to issue

false or exaggerated.

variation orders which materially increases the

e)

contractor’s scope of work.

to support a claim (e.g. false programmes,

b) A contractor may win a contract tender as

invoices, timesheets etc.) whether or not the

the lowest priced bidder, however arrange
to

collude

secretly

with

the

claim itself is genuine.

Owner’s

f)

representative that a large variation including

contractor, yet refuse to issue the variation, as

no competitive tender for variations and post-

it fears that issuing the variation could expose

contract variations attract much less publicity

the architect/engineer to a claim for breach of

than competitive tenders.

contract (e.g. design error) by the Owner.

A contractor may pay a bribe to the architect/

g)

engineer in return for the architect/engineer

to a contractor, yet refuse the extension of

of time to the contractor or not deducting the

time as a result of pressure from the Owner

liquidated damages from contractor.

not to grant it, or in the hope of gaining future

d) A contractor may pay a bribe to the Owner’s

work from the Owner.

quantity surveyor in return for the quantity

h) An Owner may submit false or exaggerated

surveyor approving the contractor’s work

claims against the contractor alleging that

schedules and time sheets.

the contractor has delayed the project, or

A contractor may pay a bribe to the Owner’s

that the contractor’s works are defective. In

Resident Engineer in return for him approving

many cases, the Owner will use these false

defective or non-existent work.

or exaggerated claims as a pretext to draw
down on the contractor’s performance bond,

The following are some examples of fraudulent

deduct liquidated damages, or withhold the

practices during the project execution phase.
a)

retention.

A contractor may submit a claim for payment

i)

for a variation to the Owner, knowing that, the

A claimant may add a significant amount
of false extra cost to a contract claim as a

amount claimed is greater than the amount

‘negotiation margin’. The claimant’s logic in

allowed to the contractor under the contract.

including this margin is that it believes that

b) A contractor may make a claim against the

the opponent will attempt to reduce the claim,

Owner for an extension of time claiming it is

and so a sufficient margin must be added to

due to Owner’s fault, knowing the actual delay

enable negotiations to arrive at the ‘correct’

was due to a cause for which the contractor is

figure.

responsible
c)

An architect/engineer may know that an
extension of time should properly be granted

issuing a payment certificate or an extension

e)

An architect/engineer may know that a
variation should properly be issued to a

a bribe will be agreed at a later stage. Normally

c)

A contractor may submit falsified records

n) At Arbitration inquiry both parties agree for

A contractor may make a claim against the

settlement outside the tribunal and then at

Owner for an extension of time, knowing

the arbitration hearing work out a method

that, the claim is for a period greater than the

to get a ruling on the amount agreed without

actual delay caused to the contractor by the

going into inquiry.

event on which the claim is based.
d) A contractor may submit a loss and expense
claim to the Owner which is based on an
extension of time claim, when the contractor
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CORRUPT PRACTICES DURING OPERATION AND
MAINTENANCE PHASE

CONCLUSION

The following corrupt practices which could occur

activities in which quality can be very hard to

during the operation and maintenance phase.

assess. Projects can involve a multitude of players

a)

Construction involves large, complex, non-standard

Bribes can be paid to win operation and

–the client, consultant engineers and architects,

maintenance

fraudulent

financiers, insurers, a main contractor and scores of

practices can lead to inflated operation and

subcontractors. Large construction projects frequently

maintenance costs, in just the same way

attract international contractors, although much of the

as during the tender and project execution

work is subcontracted to local firms.

contracts,

and

phases referred to above. In many projects,
the cost of operation and maintenance will

There was consensus that corruption has surfaced

exceed the actual capital cost of constructing

in all forms of government. Moreover, it occurs not

the project. As a result, the opportunities for

only in government but also in all spheres of society.

bribery and fraud may be greater.

Corruption in government results in waste of resources
and reduces economic growth and the quality of life,

b) Sometimes the same contractors that built

and it undermines government credibility and reduces

the project will also operate and maintain it,

its effectiveness. In general, it was considered that the

and so the bribe paid to win the construction

socio-economic environment of the population cannot

contract may also cover operation and

be ignored when analysing and dealing with corruption,

maintenance. In other cases, a separate

since social injustice, poverty, and violence are often

ďƌŝďĞŵĂǇďĞƉĂŝĚƚŽĐŽǀĞƌŽƉĞƌĂƟŽŶĂŶĚ
maintenance phase.
c)

linked to corruption, which makes it virtually impossible
to isolate corruption as a separate problem.

In high technology projects, the contractor
that built the project may be the only

There is a strong correlation between the level of

company capable of maintaining it. As a

corruption and the weakening of the lawful state and

result, it will have a monopoly of supply during

its institutions, along with the violation of individual

the operation and maintenance period. This

rights. It is difficult to detect many acts of corruption

monopoly makes it difficult to compare costs

and to estimate their financial impact, as the loss to

and increases the opportunities for concealing

the state does not necessarily show in the accounting

bribes and inflating claims.

records or the financial statements of the public entity.

JOINT VENTURES AND SUBSIDERIES.

Main contribution as regards the prevention and

The level of due diligence by funders and prosecution

detection of fraud and corruption lies in improving

authorities is lower in some countries than in others.

overall transparency and accountability, supporting

When a contractor bids as part of an international

an environment that limits the opportunity for acts of

joint venture from several countries, the joint venture

corruption, and creating a climate of good governance.

may arrange for the agency agreement to be executed

This could be overcome by immediately re-establishing

in, and the commission paid from, the country least

National Procurement Agency and Construction

likely to discover the commission. Similarly, where

Industry Development Authority as Statutory bodies

the contractor is part of a multinational group, the

with more powers to operate independently without

commission may be paid by a subsidiary in a country

political interferences. These organization could

where the commission is less likely to be detected. The

foster strong financial management-based on reliable,

subsidiary will then be repaid by the contractor through

sufficient, and timely reporting, including disclosure

inter-company charges for false services, or services of

of deviations-and effective internal control systems,

inflated value.

represent the basic elements of the Technical Auditor’s
role. A strong standards framework provides the basis
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for this. Responsibility for investigation and prosecution
lies within the sphere of the Technical Auditing.
Technical Auditing is significant element in reducing
fraud and corruption. It is more cost effective to deter
and prevent rather than to detect and investigate fraud
and corruption

REFERENCE
1. ”Preventing Corruption in Construction ProjectsTransparency

International

TI

Report

Risk

Assessment 16.03.2005
2. “Anticorruption and Integrity” – Asian Development
Bank- October2010
3. “Procurement Guidelines 2006 Goods & Works”National Procurement Agency-2006
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Difference between Focusing on Problems and
Focusing on Solutions
Case 1
When NASA began the launch of astronauts into space, they found out that the pens wouldn’t work at zero gravity
(ink won’t flow down to the writing surface).
To solve this problem, it took them one decade and $12 million. They developed a pen that worked at zero gravity,
upside down, underwater, in practically any surface including crystal and in a temperature range from below
freezing to over 300 degrees C.
And what did the Russians do...?? They used a pencil.
Case 2
One of the most memorable case studies on Japanese management was the case of the empty soapbox, which
happened in one of Japan’s biggest cosmetics companies.
The company received a complaint that a consumer had bought a soapbox that was empty. Immediately the
authorities isolated the problem to the assembly line, which transported all the packaged boxes of soap to the
delivery department.
For some reason, one soapbox went through the assembly line empty. Management asked its engineers to solve
the problem.
Post-haste, the engineers worked hard to devise an X-ray machine with high-resolution monitors manned by two
people to watch all the soapboxes that passed through the line to make sure they were not empty. No doubt, they
worked hard and they worked fast but they spent a whoopee amount to do so.
But when a rank-and-file employee in a small company was posed with the same problem, he did not get into
complications of X-rays, etc., but instead came out with another solution. He bought a strong industrial electric
fan and pointed it at the assembly line. He switched the fan on, and as each soapbox passed the fan, it simply
blew the empty boxes out of the line.
Moral: Always look for simple solutions.
Devise the simplest possible solution that solves the problems so at the end of the day the thing that really
matters is HOW ONE LOOKS INTO THE PROBLEM,
mere perceptions can solve the tough probs...
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THE HUMAN -- ELEPHANT CONFLICT

A B Sosa*

Fatal casualties or serious injuries caused to either

a fairly short period they had returned to their original

Humans or elephants is not a new phenomenon.

locations. Sterilisation was not a viable proposition

However, in recent times as published in the media

as the forest cover is fairly dense unlike the open

there has been an alarming escalation of incidents

plains of Africa thus enabling animals to be initially

almost on a daily basis. The Organisation of

anaesthetized by firing darts of the relevant chemicals

Professional Associations [OPA] conducted an open

from slow and low flying aircraft or helicopters and

seminar with persons knowledgeable in the subject

then coordinating with veterinarians on the ground to

expressing their views and participating in discussions

carry out the sterilizations. Thus the three processes

at the well attended event. This seminar was followed

successfully carried out in Africa is not feasible in Sri

up with a meeting of a committee appointed to study

Lanka.

the problem further and hopefully arrive at a consensus
to attempt to control this situation.

An expert on the subject said that a recent census had
revealed that there were approximately 6500 animals

An initial layman’s opinion was that the wild elephant

in the jungles of our country. The opinion was that

population in the country was excessive when

this population was certainly not excessive. However,

considering the forest cover available. A similar

the conflict situation is not only unabated but also

situation was faced by some countries in the African

escalating. In this context, several theoretical solutions

continent. The solution that is being carried out was

were proposed which unfortunately are not effectively

to relocate or sterilize some of these animals. The

carried out. Some of these are as follows.

last resort was to selectively cull the herd. As culling
could not be even considered in our country the other

ůĞĐƚƌŝĐ&ĞŶĐŝŶŐ

options were either relocation or sterilization.

Wild elephants in different locations can be confined
to respective areas by fencing them to these places

The experts made a video presentation indicating

by constructing electric fences surrounding them.

relocation has failed as the geographical area of our

Unfortunately there are several constraints to the

country was too small. Electronic collars had been

effectiveness of this project. Viz

placed on animals that were relocated from the
Southern province to the North Central province. Within

*Air Vice Marshal retired - Member Forum and Exco
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a]

The fences require regular maintenance in that

,ƵŵĂŶƚƌĞƐƉĂƐƐŝŶŐ͕

the posts could collapse due to natural causes

Fairly often casualties are caused

or damaged by elephants who damage them

villagers entering jungles for economic reasons such as

by placing logs and pushing them down.

collection of firewood, collection of bees honey or to

b] Herdsmen breach the fences to allow their

trap or shoot wild game.

cattle to trespass into the reserve territory for

Another school of thought is that rather than attempting

grazing.
c]

as a result of

to confine elephants to specific areas by fencing them

local politicos settle colonists within the forest

it may be more practical to have electric fencing around

reserve and then “cry foul” whenever there are

vulnerable human habitations. These were to be in two

adverse encounters with wild elephants.

formats viz. permanent electrical fencing surrounding
the village which should be maintained by the Local

ůĞƉŚĂŶƚŽƌƌŝĚŽƌƐ͘

Authority with Central Government assistance whilst

Wild elephants migrate from one location to another

temporary electric fences be erected by the cultivators

either for fodder or water. Similar to migratory birds

through an organized collective effort. When the harvest

tracking vast distances from temperate zones to

is reaped the fences are brought down to enable any

the tropics on specific routes virtually on “compass

wild elephants to consume the straw which to them is

bearings”, land animals too follow set routes like the

considered a nutritious delicacy.

wild beasts of Kenya and Tanzania. Elephants too
though not necessarily traversing immense distances

ŽŶĐůƵƐŝŽŶ͘

certainly do migrate on their traditional routes

The above were thoughts expressed by persons

which are loosely referred to as “Elephant corridors”.

conversant with the subject. It requires a Central

Regrettably, some of these corridors have been blocked

Authority with decentralized powers to educate the

for varying reasons such as tourism, cultivation and

community, implement and meaningfully maintain the

other development projects. In such circumstances,

fencing with adequate legal authority to take punitive

the migrating herd has no alternative other than to

action with a view to eliminating this recurring problem.

encroach into human habitations causing havoc to life,
property and themselves.
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“OUR YOUTH SHOULD MOVE
AWAY FROM BEING MERE
CERTIFICATE COLLECTORS”

Mr. Dinesh Weerakkody’s*
Presentation made at
OPA Annual Conference-2013

In the past five years the country has made great strides on

manufacturing related activities. But while vocational

many fronts, especially in education. However Sri Lankan

training is widely recognized as important, such training

universities, due to limited intake capacity, by default only

is rarely cost –efficient when provided by the state

open their doors to the top five percent that sit for the

systems. Most firms therefore prefer to do their own

Advance Level exams. The majority joins the work force.

training, partly because many skills are company specific.

Also around 10% pursue their high-education in foreign

There is ample research to show that the return on the

universities or their satellite branches in Sri Lanka and

training investment is higher in industries that engage well-

enroll into professional qualifications in accounting,

educated workers and also in environments where there

finance, management and marketing. These are mainly

is rapid technological change. Singapore’s use of training

professional British qualifications like Chartered Institute of

to promote the information technology sector through a

Management Accounting, Chartered Institute of Marketing

concerted program that involved educational institutions,

and Association of Chartered Certified Accountants.

providing training subsidies to schools and office workers,

Therefore as a country we need a strategy to successfully

and digitizing of the civil service, helped the country to

move our young people from education to employment

achieve leadership in technology related services. This

and we need to scale up our interventions for maximum

success illustrates the importance of a government’s ability

impact because there are many different views among the

to foresee a major opportunity and then promote public-

stake holders on how are young people should be made

private partnership to invest in human capital formation.

ready to succeed in entry level positions. As a result of this

However, to make it a success, businesses must also stand

mismatch education to employment highway has become

ready to take advantages of the support the government

very messy. Therefore education reform must find way to

is willing to provide to promote human capital formation.

focus our youth from becoming mere certificate collectors

In addition, the state must ensure that they maintain the

and refocus them to acquire skills and competencies that

per student share, in real terms, of government funding

are needed to deliver on the job.

education. Since the country’s university education is
only limited to the brightest students in the country,

VOCATIONAL TRAINING

the universities need to work very closely with industry

In successful export economies the training provided

to improve syllabi and the facilities to ensure that the

by VTIs jointly to upgrade the skills of their work force

country’s brightest students are instilled with the skills

has been crucial, since high-level skills are essential for

and knowledge the country needs so that they can make a
meaningful contribution.

* Chairman Commercial Bank of Ceylon
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OPA AT A GLANCE
Member Associations
1. Asso of Chartered Certified Accountants S.L

23. Institute of Applied Statistics of Sri Lanka

2. Asso of Professional Bankers, Sri Lanka

24. Institute of Hospitality

3. Asso of Public Service Engineers

25. Instof Supply & Materials Management

4. Asso of Retired Flag Rank Officers

26. Pharmaceutical Society of Sri Lanka

5. Asso.of Scientific Technical Workers

27. S.L.Organisation of Agricultural Professionals

6. Association of Retired Chief of Police

28. Sri Lanka Council of Archeaologists

7. Bar Association of Sri Lanka

29. Sri Lanka Dental Association

8. Chartered Inst.of Management Accountants

30. Sri Lanka Economic Association

9. Company of Master Mariners Sri Lanka

31. Sri Lanka Institute of Architects

10. Computer Society of Sri Lanka

32. Sri Lanka Institute of Marketing

11. Engineers Guild of Sri Lanka

33. Sri Lanka Institute of Taxation

12. Gemologists Association of Sri Lanka

34. Sri Lanka Library Association

13. General Dental Practitioners Association

35. Sri Lanka Medical Association

14. Government Dental Surgeon’s Association

36. Sri Lanka Society for Quality Control

15. Government Medical Officers Association

37. Sri Lanka Veterinary Association

16. Graduates Nurses, Foundation of Sri Lanka

38. Surveyors Institute of Sri Lanka

17. Independent Medical Practitioners Asso

39. The Inst of Chartered Shipbrokers SL

18. Inst of Chartered Accountants of Sri Lanka

40. The Institute of Quantity Surveyors

19. Inst of Chartered Corporate Secretaries S L

41. The Institute of Valuers, Sri Lanka

20. Inst of Chemistry, Ceylon

42. The Institution of Engineers’ Sri Lanka

21. Inst of Personnel Management of Sri Lanka

43. The Textile Institute of Sri Lanka

22. Inst of Town Planners’ Sri Lanka

44. Sri Lanka Institute of Landscape Architects
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OPA AT A GLANCE
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President
Mr Ganesh V
President-Elect
Mr Jayawardena Athauda
Past President
B.K.Ulluwishewa Imm.
General Secretary
Mr Collure Raja
Treasurer
Mr Gallage Ruwan
Vice President
Mr Korale Raja
Ms Ranatunge Sriyani
Mr Serasinha Nihal
Dr Kuruppu Rohana
Ms Jayamanna Renuka
Mr Wijetunga Lalith A P
Mr Ilmi M S M
Dr Haniffa Ruvaiz
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Perera Nissanka Eng.
Mr Rekogma K M S B
Mr Fernando Rohan
Dr Samarasekera Naresha B
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OPA AT A GLANCE
Committees
1

Seminars, Workshops & Programs Committee – Chairperson : Ms. Sriyani ranatunga

2

Membership Committee – Chairman : Mr.Lalith Wijetunga

3

Annual Conference Committee – Chairman : Mr. Athauda Seneviratne

4

Finance & Budget Committee – Chairman : Mr.Ruwan Gallage

5

Skills, Career Guidance & Human Resource Development Committee – Chairman: Prof.
Rohan Kuruppu

6

Restaurant & Bar Committee – Chairman : Mr.Nihal Serasinghe

7

Young Professionals & Social Events Committee – Chairperson: Ms. Renuka Jayamanne

8

National Issues Committee – Chairman : Mr. Raja Korale

9

Publication Committee – Chairman : Eng. Shantha Senarath

10 OPA Constitutional & Reforms Committee – Chairman : Mr Raja Collure
11 OPA Provincial Branches Committee – Chairman : Mr. Parakrama Karunaratne
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WITH BEST COMPLIMENTS

From

UNION CHEMICALS LANKA PLC
CONVERTING SCIENCE TO TECHNOLOGY

Manufacturer of versatile range of waterborne polymer dispersions for the coating,
adhesives and textile industries and dispersing agents,
silicone emulsions, de-foaming agents,
and a range of speciality waterborne coatings for wood,
paper, and leather
Supplier of industrial solvents, glycol ethers, surfactants,
epoxy resins, Alkyd resins, nitrocellulose, hydroxylethyl cellulose,
ethanolamines, cement grinding aids, chelating agents and
silicone softeners for the textile industry
.

4TH FLOOR, SARATHI BUILDING
50, HYDE PARK CORNER
COLOMBO - 02
Tel : Marketing 2472921-3 Finance 2472924-5
Fax : 2472926
E-mail: ucll@ucll.lk
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